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Dilwyn Jones
First of all, please accept our apologies
if this issue arrives late. We ran inlo a
number of problems, for example we
had planned a rather special cover disk

{the first Cover CD by a dedicated QL
magazine we thinkl) but we've had to
give in and postpone it until the next
rssue.
At one stage we were short of articles,
then following a special request we en-
ded up with more than we have space
for Therefore, our apologies to those
whose articles have not been used
this time, they should be in the next
issue instead.
The activity recently has focused main-
ly on the SMSQ/E sources proiect and
the work done by Marcel Kilgus on up-
dating the Window Manager (more de-
tails elsewhere in this issue). As the
"colour drivers'have been around for a
while (indeed there are a surprising
number of applications which use GD2
to give the proper name, as I found out
when I went to list those I knew of!) it
seems appropriate that the Window
Manager is now being brought up to
date in line.
The Q60 has been making quiet pro-
gress too, with the latest release of the
6BK Linux CD which has perhaps re-
ceived less publicity than the above
projects.
Rich Mellor is trying to assess how
many people might be interested in
purchasing replacement QL keyboard
membranes if an attempt were to be
made lo produce another batch.
Enquiries are being made in Europe
and America to see how practical and
economicalit might be to produce
more membranes, Please contact Rich
Mellor at RWAP Software if you might
be interested in buying a membrane.
The more interest, the better the
chances that a new batch might be
manufaclured.
On the soflware front, Jim Hunkins is

most certainly making progress with
the QDT QL Desktop system, with
occasional pictures and details esca-
ping from himl Not that llike to mention
other computers in these pages, but
Jim Hunkins does work with well-

known computers famed for their GUls
and graphical applications, so expect
something special! Whether you like
GUls (Graphical User lnterfaces) or not,
most computers have them and it will
become more and more important to
al least have the choice of using one.
There was a demonstration of an early
version of QDT at the Byfleet Quanta
workshop a few weeks ago.
You will note the distinct lack of QL
shows in the near future! lf you know
of any entries for our show calendar
please let us know. At the time of
writing this, Quanta were inviting
interested sub-groups to submrt bids to
host the Annual General Meeting,
usually held on the third or fourth
Sunday in April lf you'd like to see it in
your area, contact your nearest Quanta
sub-group and persuade them to apply
to host the event!
It will not be long before we have to
start thinking about what to do to cele-
brate 20 years of the QL, since it first
appeared I9B3l4. How do you think
we should celebrate 20 years of
QDOS? Write and let us know
Finally many thanks to our loyal sub-
scribers and authors, who make QL
Today possible. Our best wishes to you
for Christmas Qling and a very happy
new year to you alll
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R\i(AP News, New Address
Please note that I have moved My new address
details are set out at the end of this news item
lmay be out of touch for a little while whilst I get
settled in.

My website is always worth a visit - we have
now added our own guestbook and visitor coun-
ters for you to try
Keep up the good work everyone.
Rich Mellor
RWAP Software
35 Chanlry Croft,
Kinsley,
Ponlefracl,
West Yorkshire,
WFg sJH

Tel, 01977 6140509
http://hometown.aol.co.uk/rwapsoftware

QL PASCAT Manual
Jean-Yves Rouf fiac writes;
I have begun putling scanned images of the
Computer One Pascal user guide/manual on my
web site At present I have scanned enough pa-
ges for someone who already knows Pascal to
get going as I have included the introduction, in-

stallation procedures and Ql-specific functions
(eg memory graphics/windowing and file hand-
ling). The quality of the scans is readable but not
great, based on a compromise between quality
and file size. l'll have a go at an OCR solution too
to see if that's feasible.
www.westhaven. uklinux.neUqwertyb/
Also, the Dreamlands text adventure is updated
to cater for the WlNl- device {at long lastl).

Unfortunately as I now use Qemulator rather than

QLAY there is a slight problem with Qliberator
which lam looking into, and at present v10,23 only
runs in SuperBASlC Not too much of a problem
on today's PC's I should imagine

GWASL V1.8
The Gwasl assembler {Gwass Assembler Lite}

from George Gwilt, used by Norman Dunbar for
his QL Today assembler articles, has been
updated to v1.B to fix a minor problem with the
MOVEP instruction. The new version is available
for download from Dilwyns website on
www.soft. net. uk/djlsottware/other/other. html

Dilwyn Jones's Website
As my ISP is shortly pulling the plug on the Soft-
net Gold service on December l8th 2002, my
email address and website address will have to
change.
At the time of writing, ldo not yet know the new
address but will announce it as soon as possible
and place the website on a new web address as
soon as possible. Those of you who have links to
my website on your sites, please take note

New SMSQ/E Reseller
Welcome to Phoebus Dokos as a new reseller of
SMSQ/E in north Arnerica. For further details,
contact him direct via the email address
phoebus@dokos-gr.net
Phoebus R. Dokos,
941 Lilac Streel Apt n1,

lndiana,
PA 15701-3340,
USA.

Tel +I.724]1464 0199

QEYMAIL
At the time of writing, Dave Park is inviting sug-
gestions for facilities to add to his Qeyrnail ernail
package for the QL. lt will be soql based but
anything else is open to ideasl
dexter@spodmail.com

QL Service Manual
We have added the 'Sinclair QL Service Manual'
ZIP and PDF file formats to our website at the url,

http://badared.com/QUmans/qlsm/qlsm_en.html
Javier Guera Sinclair QL Spanish Resources
http://badared.com/Q L

QL Toolkits Keywords List
Franqois Van Emelen's toolkit keywords list is
now available from the QL Documentalion page
on my website, as a plain text file. There is an

email link on the QL Documentation page if you
wish to email any extra details or corrections to
him for inclusion.
http ://www.soft . net. uk/dj/q ldocs/qldocs. htm I

(scroll down to the bottom ol the page)
The plain text file itself is at
http ://wwwsoft . net. uk/dj/qldocs/tool kit.bd
(warning, about 102K8 to download!)
The QL Net links page now includes a pointer to
the World 0f Spectrum pages, from where you
can find copies of the QL Manual and QL Service
Manual in Adobe PDF format in the Technical
Docs section.

4 QL fodty



By following the link from my QL Net page to
Javier Guerra's Sinclair QL Spanish Resources
page, you can also find a copy of the QL Service
Manual in HTML format.
www.soft .net. u k/djlindex. htrnl

PIC to BMP File Conversion
.ierame Grimbert writes;
I have a pic2bmp program which converts QL PIC

files to Windows BMP files (including GD2 ones)
that works fine on my Q40 and QPC {as well as
with native mode 4 and mode Bl)

http://igrimbert.free.f r/ql/download. html

MODE 32 / MODE 33 File Conversion
Mode 33 and Mode 32 graphics file conversion
can be achieved with a useful little program from
George Gwilt.
This program will translate mode 33 or 32 partial
save areas to the other mode {and back againif
requiredl). lt is command line driven via simple
command line switches.
Because the programming of the conversion is so
extremely easy in assembler language with
68020+ instructions I used them. Thus
TR-PSA-BIN needs a Q40, Q60, super gold card,
QXL or eqivalent hardware with 68020 or later
processor This may rule out QPC for example as
it emulates a 68000/68010 processor and possi-
bly other emulators too,
This program can be found on Dilwyn's website
Other Software Page.

PICVIE\)(
This is a new pointer driven program able to view
both QL screens and PIC files, in both QL colour
modes and GD2 colour modes. Designed to be
quick and simple to use, this viewer is freeware
and available for download from the My Freeware
page on my website.
www.soft .net. uk/dj/freeware/freeware. html

PQIV with Postscript
Claus Graf's Q40 website includes a new version
of PQIV PQIV is an lmage Viewer for Pointer
fnvironment (demands SMSQ/I 2.95 or later),
PCX, PNG, PlC, TIFFGIF and JPEG support, saves
as PIC or Background lmage), prints to PostScript
files, a Printer Dialog window lets you adjust the
size of the image and place the image on the
paper You then need GhostScript to print to a

huge varrety of printers, which is freely available
for SMS. A Rotate function lets you change the
orientation of images

The site also includes links to details of the Linux
2 Alpha (including Java!) for Q40/Q60 systems,
for those who use Linux on these compulers.
The site also includes software for Fast BASIC
Floating Point operations with FPUFNs, by Simon
Goodwin.
Claus Graf's website is on
unrvwq40.de

New Version of Turbo
A new version of lltrbo is now available which
allows programs to be compiled with machine
code extensions attached to the body of the
program, in much the same way as the same can
be achieved with Qliberator V416 of Turbo is

from George Gwilt and may be downloaded from
John Sadler's Scottish QL Users Group {SQLUG)
website on
www.jmsl.supanet.com
and from the Other Soflware Page on
www.sof t.net.uk/d.!/sof twarelother/other.htrnl
It will also be available from Dilwyn's PD library
service To go with this version of lirrbo, version
3.33 of Turbo Toolkit is available from the same
websites, along with the latest updates of the
Turbo manuals.

Small Ads
FOR SALE: QL with green screen Ferguson
monitor with software such as Scrabble,
Abacus, Quill and a lew games. Offers invited
by Jeremy Saunders,- 4 Mearns Walk,
Stonehaven, Kincardineshire, Scotland AB39
2DG. Telephone 01569-763752, or email me
on jcl.saunders@virgin.net

FOR SALE: fpson 850 Colour lnkjet Printer
{fully QL compatible} 110 plus post and
packing,
Rich Mellor RWAP Soflware, new address
delails on opposite page!

FOR SALE: Q40i System {built June 20021
68040, 40Gb Hard Disk, 16Mb RAM, Key-
board, 15"Monitot 1 x 1.44Mb FDD, Software
Bundle {inc SMSQit), Keyboard and Mouse
r499
AdventAthlon l700XP40Gb Hard Disk, 256Mb
RAM, Graphics Card, 56KModem, CD-ROM,
15", 1 x 1.44Mb FDD, LexmarkColour Printer:
Keyboard, Mouse, QPC 2 v3, Windows 98 {inc
CD),Office 2000 (inc CD), Speakers [499
Paul Merdinian: 01303 220924 (Folkestone)
Flal 6, 48 Cheriton Road, Folkestone, Kent,
CT2O lDD

E3QL loday



New Window Manager?

Marcel Kilgus, not being content
with the brilliant work he has been
doing with QPC2, has also been
hard at work implementing a new
version of good old WMAN, the
pointer environment Window Mana'
ger which gives that standard QL
PE look and feel to the menus of
many QL programs.

ln mid-November Marcel sent an
email to the Ql-users mailing list
which described some of the work
he had done at that time, and
explaining that due to his college
commitments there would be times
when he'd be unable to work on it.

He also gave a list of some system
mnemonics and other information of
interest to programmers.

Marcel wrote:
All things I wanted to integrate into
WMAN are now there, though
sorne still need to be tested.
Unfortunately I'm running out of
time and will probably have to
talmost) stop SMSQ related work
for a few weeks. For testing
purposes I have also created a
syslem-palette QPAC2 This at first
looks exactly like the ordinary
while/green windows. But when the
palette gets changed to some
other scheme it can for example
look like this'
http :/lwww. kilg us. neVqpc/qpac2. pn g

{We did not try to reproduce this in

QL Today as black and white would
not do it justice).

Still at an early stage, but already
nice, I think. The mouse pointer
there is my mode64 tesl pointer

{clone of my windows pointer as I'm
not good at that stuff).
lf some programmers want to play
with the new features I can
probably build a test version, but
QPC only at the moment. The
development slate is too early to
be integrated into the other ver-
sions. That will probably follow in

December

Vector $7C

Set systen palette entries

Call paraneters

D1.u start index
D2.w nunber of elenents

fll,t.sETsP

Return paraneters

preserved
preserved
all preserved

preserved
preserved
preserved
preserved
preserved

!lli{. GETSP

Return paraneters

D1.w presewed / iten eount
D2 preserved
D3+ al-1 preserved

A0 preserved
A1 preserved
A2 preserved
A3 preserred
11 preserved

D1

D2

D3+

AO

A1

A2

A3

Ll'

AO

A1

L2
A3

11
A5

A6

pointer to palette entries / 0

not used by any routine
not used by any routine

Eror returns:
IPAR I11egal index nuber / invalid nunber of elements

Set the enlries of the system palette to the values in the buffer
beginning wilh lhe index in D1 {counting from 0) and ending
with the index Dl + D2 - L.

lf 41 = 0 then the entries are taken out 0f the default table.
Otherwise the buffer must hold an array of words with the
colour values of the different items. The colour format is the
standard WMAN eolour format as deseribed elsewhere.

Vector $80

Read system palette entries

Ca11 paraneters

D1.tl start index / -1
D2.w nurnber of elements

pointer to entry buffer

not used by any routine
not used by any routine

AO

A1

A2

A3

il*
[5
A6

Error returns:
IPAR lllegal index nunber / invalid nunber of elenents

Copies entries of the system palette inlo lhe given buffer
beginning with the index in Dl (counting from 0) and ending
with the index Dl + D2 - 1. The buffer must be big enough to
hold all requested entries

lf Dl is given as -l the function just relurns the number of items
held in the system palelte. This can increase when more items
get defined in new WMAN version. This is guaranteed to be
below 256.

ttI QL lodoy



Since yesterday all routines
accept the new colour word
definition, only a few more
lines for the system palette
are needed. And some
sensible defaults for that
palette {which'll probably be
the hardest task).

I'll attach the new WMAN
specification the way I did
implement it.

Any suggestions for chan-
ges should be done exactly
NOW before it gets official!

New colour formal:

500000000ceeccccc
f00000001pppppppp
f00000010pppppppp
f00000011gggCCCCg
fiOlssxxxxxxyyyyyy
$lrrrrrgggggbbbbb

exactly as before
palette
system palette
gray scale
palette stipple. see below
1' bit RGB

Slipple format {as proposed by George Gwilt):
s = stipple code {0 = dot, 1 = horizontal, 2 = vertical, 3 = checkers)
x = stipple colour
y = main colour

As x and y can only hold 6 bit only the first 64 entries of the palette
can be used for stippling. Due to the design of the palette those
entries alone still cover the whole colour range quite well

Finally, for anybody interesled I have attached the current system palette. That should be almost the
final version but I am of course still open for suggestions.

sp.winbd equ
sp.winbg equ
sp.winfg equ
sp.titlebg equ
sp.tltletextbg equ
sp.titlefg equ
sp.litemhigh equ
sp.litenavabg equ
sn. lifemnvafo Fnrl-Y"
sp.litemselbg equ
sp.litemselfg equ
sp.litenunabg equ
sp.litenunafg equ
sp. infwinbd equ
sp. infwinbg equ
sp. infwinfg equ
sp. infwinmg equ
sp.subinfbd equ
sp.subinfbg equ
sp.subinffg egu
sp.subinfhg equ
sp.appbd equ
sp.appbg equ
sp.appfg equ
sp.apphlgh equ
sp.appiavabg equ
sp.appiavafg equ
sp.appiselbg equ
sp.appiseLfg equ
sp.applunabg equ
sp.appiunafg equ
sp.serbar equ
sp.scrbarsec equ
sp.scrbararr equ
sp.buthigh equ
sp.butbd equ
sp.butbg equ
sp.butfg equ
sp.hintbd equ
sp.hintbg equ
sp.hintfg equ
sp.errbg equ
sp.errfg equ
sp.shaded equ
sp.Jdobjbg equ
sp.Jdobjfg equ

$0200
Gntnt

$0202
$0203

$022d

$0204 t
$0205 t
$0206 ;
$0207 tqnrnc
vv-vv t

$0209 t
$020a t
$o2ob t
$020e t
$020d t
$020e t
$020f t
$0210 ;
$0211 t
$a2t2 t
$02t3 t
$0214 ;
$021' t
$0216 ;
$021-7 t
$0218 t
$0219 t
$021a t
$021b t
$021e i
$021d t
S021e t
$021f t
$0220 t
$0221 t
$0222 t
$0223 t
$0221 t
$0225 ;
$0226 t
80227 t
$0228 t
$0229 t
$022a ;
$022b t
$ozzc t

llindor border
l{indow baekground
llindow foreground
Title background
Title text background
Title foreground
Loose iten highlight
Loose iten available background
Loose iten avallabl-e foreground
Loose item selected background
Loose lten selected foreground
Loose item unavailable background
Loose item unavailable foreground
Infornation window border
Information window background
fnformation window foreground
Infonnation window middleground
Subsidlary infornation wildow border
Subsidiary information window baekground
Subsidiary information window foreground
Subsidiary info::mation wlndos niddleground
Applicatlon window border
Appli.cation window background
Applicatlon window foregrouad
Application window item highlight
Appli.catlon window item available background
Applicatlon window item available foreground
Applicatlon winclow item selected background
Application window iten selected foreground
Application window iten unavallable background
Applicatlon window iten unavailable foreground
Pan/scroll bar
Pan/scro11 bar section
Pan/scroll bar arrow
Button highlight
Button border
Button background
Button foreground
Hint border
Hint background
Hint foreground
Error background
Error foreground
Shaded area
JD object background
3D object foreground
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Gee Graphics! (on the 0L?) - Part 31
H. L. Schaaf

"Crowding in the Neighborhoods."

This time we add to the menu 2 neighborhoods,
more subsets of the Delaunay triangulatron, One
set is known as the Nearest neighborhood and
the other as the Relative neigborhood.
The nearest neighbor graph only connects each
point to its closest neighbor The edges of the
nearest neighbor graph are a subset of a Mini-

mum Spanning tree, so we may have dis-connec-
ted graphs. But all the"dots"are connected to at

least one other (nearest) dot.
The relative neighbor concept connects points

Listing NeighborsJROCs

5835 PRINT #0;t [N]eighbor (re[L]), [M]ST, ';cst$;
5976 IF ans$ == rnr THEN INK 2 :NearNeig : ehoose-options
5977 IF ans$ == rlr TI{EN INK 2 :RelNeig : choose-options
72790 z

12200 REMark NeighborsJROCs, for e'Q#31, 0ctober 28, 2002
t22L0 :

12220 DEFine PRO0edure RelNeig
12230 L0Ca1 i,j
12210 FOR i = r tO urmt(Oedg)
722rA test-val = 0
!2260 p*1-x = P(Dedg(i,1),1)
L2270 p-lJ = P(Dedg(1,1),2)
L2280 pj-x = P(Dedg(i,2),1)
!2290 PJJ = P(Dedg(i,2),2)
12300 test-rad = dist-btwn (p-l-x ,p-Ly, 92-J, p-2-y)
12370 FoR i = 1 T0 DII'N(P)
72320 rF ((j (, Dedg(i,l)) mrp (j <> Dedg(i,2))) THEN

12330 test-dis-1 = dist-btwn(p-t*rrrp-L/,P( j r1) rP(j,2) )
723/+0 test_disj = dist-btwn(pJ--x,oJ-l,P(j,1),P(j,2))
!2350 END IF
12360 IF (test-dis-1 ( test-rad) AND (test-alisj ( test*rad) THEN

t2370 test-val = 0
12380 EXrT j
12390 EISE
L2l+00 test-val = 1
721t0 END IF
L2120 END FoR i
t2130 IF (test-va1) : show-edge(i)
t2/+10 END FoR i
12lr50 END DEFine RelNeig
72160 :

12l+70 DEFine PRO0edure NearNeig
12480 L0Ca1 i,j
12490 FOR i = 1 T0 DII'OI(P)
t2r00 edge-count = 0
t25L0 FoR j = r ro prw(oeeg)
12520 If Dedg(j,1) = j. 0R Dedg(j,2)= i ;edge-count = edge-count+1
12530 END FOR i
L2510 DIIvi edges-of-v(edge-count,2)
12550 edge*count = 0
12160 FOR i = 1 T0 DIMN(Dedg)
12570 IF Dedg(j,1) = i 0R Dedg(j,2)= i THEN

!2180 p-l-x = P(Dedg(j,1),1)
L2590 p-LJ = P(Deds(i 't) '2)]26A0 Pl-x = P(Dedg(j ,2),L)

that mutually do not have any other points closer
The relative neighbor graph is a subset of the
Gabriel graph, and a Minimum Spanning tree is a
subset of the relative neighbor graph.
It is probably easier to understand all of this by
seerng some examples for yourself. Two more
PRoCedures "NearNeig" and'RelNeig' will do the
job. We're running out of room in the prompt win-
dow so I'll just squeeze in a few letters this time,

using 'N' for the Nearest neighbor graph, and 'L'

for the relative neighbor graph.

Start with the collection we had in GGs30 and
then merge in the listing"Neighbors-PR0Cs'

cto 8J'-lodty



A UK 4way kailing socket designed to euritch off
computer peripherals autamaiically when the
computer is switched off, or (in the case of gfl ATX
cornputer) when it auto-powets dor+n. fcnpswrfcft
has trre conkol socket and il:ree switched sockets"
Can be used qrith ligbtsihifi/msnitorsie a QL
mordtor can be used as a srpitch cnnttol.

cost f,24

Up to I mbfh offlash menury for the QLA small phrg in ciscuit for th* QL'r ROM port (cr
Arxott) grving ?, 4 or I mbSrtes of permanetd clorflEe -
it can be thouglri of as a portable hacd disk on a card,
and reads rlsome 2 mbpes per s*cond.
Thint of it - you could firll1r boot an e4panded Ql
including all drivetsl$MSQ etc off RonDfuq at htrd
disk speed wilh only a memory expan*ian needed.

A major lurdware upgrads for the QL
All Hetmes fealrxes (working serl/2 at 19200,
independeut baud rates,,rde-bsuriced keyboar#
keyclick) IBM AT kbd I/F // HIGH SPEED RS23? at
57680// setial mouse port and 2 other RS:3? inputsf/
3I/O lines // EEPROM
Cost (inuluding mmudy'scftwsre) .. . ... .€98 (€9 ?/€9 g
IFM AT U K layout Keyb o ard.................€l I (*l 3/E I $
Setisl mouse. ........................[S {d8.Jtl/f9)
C tp slo ckrls crclla ck LED ..................... Sf {[ I .J 0/[ l.J q
Keyb a ud sr mou$ e le ad...................... trl ([.3.J 0/f 3,J S)
Hig[ speed serid (*er$ Iead............... fd (*4.J0/f4.5q

Itrermrr allaihbb ftrfJl5 {f26Jt2?} Wor*ingrcrll2 aruil
fu ftpcntfl a* iryut rflcbounrurl lnfcoarfl
Srrycrltrerrnes LITf,; All Hermes featr.urs (tre
above) + tn IEM AT keyboard inteface only.
Co*r (incl keyboard lea$ ........................953 ([J#tJS

.&.lqw lrrofile pswercd &arkplane with RSM port
A three expansion backplane wilh ROM port includrd for

RnmDisq eti. Aurora cin be titted in noiebook case urd
pouercd offsingle JV rdl - contact QBranrh fbr details. Trlr
bouds (eg Arunn srd Gold CardJSuper Gold Card/Soldlire
fued to base. Srritable for Aurara (ROM accesrible fism
outside) & QL nutheftoord in torlar case, Specify RClut
fbcing IH to'ruds boards, orOUT toqrrds bach of case.

Sr.ngBArRS (uI{ ttnly)
Fixedptice for unmodifiedQLs, excl microdrives. QLe

testedw,ithTham-EI\r[I rig ard ROM soft.ware.

f,l? incl6 month guarantee

ffe OruCm,U, sve*n ore
OTHERFEATURES COMMON TO ALL VERSIONS
DEBUGGED cperating syxtem/ autobool on $set of powrr
faihue/ Multpb Easic/ faster sche&rler- graphics {within
l0% of ligfutning] - stnng ]rtrdlin# WHEbf ERnORt ?rd
scnen/ TRACFJ non-Engfish ke$mrd driwtsl *'a"au:r"

fsst rEset. Vl.9? wilh qplit OUTPIIT baud rates {+ Hsrrrias}
&.btdlt in Multfitsic.

ftut qgn& fta. 0{sq&c gd fil {+d5 $r rruunl ifntrrn}
S.nidi*lrpkl SllI ortnn IRC;

MKr...€40 ([4r/€43) MKrr...€6s ([66ffdn

MINm.Vn RTC {MKID + barhry br 156 bler ram
CBASH3A.OOf clock& fCtur frrinhrftring. Can
aubbootAromhtthrylarlciram. Quick*tart-r4.

mail waseas).

Irircirrrb&pdrg:utilprr*nq{AiEttn1qhrtry!trr{D&l tir:c u*: UR {nrqt/trri.f rrrd$. It$md}ydre$r* frrrsr rr}srtrrdirllK
ritu tr,&.rnaclr c G*Sll! f rrmlm;re..qit .{d}i!m.& rc llKur}ilsr* ID$t{lr.r{im. S*3 rllctrff,Irt{ll&idr lt O.tll
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126L0 plJ = P(Oeog(i ,2),2)
!2620 edge*count = edge-eount+l
1263O edges-of-v(edge*count,1) = j
!2640 edges-of-v(edge-count,2) = dist-Utrm( p-t*x, p-LJ, p-2--r, p-2-+)
L2650 END IF
12660 END FoR j
L2670 edges-of*v(0,2) = edges-of*v(1,2)
12680 edges-of*v(0,0) = edges-of*v(1r1)
12690 FOR j = 1 T0 edge*count
P70A IF edges*of-v(j,2) ( edges*of-v(0,2) THEN
t27L0 edges-of*v(0,2) = edges-of*v(j,2)
72720 edges-of-v(0,0) = edges-of-v(j,1)
L2730 END IF
p74a END FoR j
12750 show-edge edges*of-v(0,0)
12760 END FOR i
12770 END DEFine NearNeig
!2780 :

12790 REMark end of NeighborsJRO0s

Next time? lreally don't know yet

Digital Photosraphy on
lrr\t rr Al
I\,U| U(L
Phil Slokes

I make no apologies about the lack of pictures in
this article as my computer is thousands of miles
away as I write this as I'm currently working in

Afghanistan until December even though it's all

about taking and processing, and then printing
Photos on your QL {QXL, QPC, Q40/60, Qlair
Aurora etc - I'll stick with plain QL from now on!)
There are basically three stages from actually
taking the picture, to having a hard copy (as-

suming that's what you want)

1. Taking the picture is easy, press the "shutler"

button on the camera, getting it inlo your QL is lhe
complicated part, there are several options here:
a. Cheat and use a PC/Mac for which any came-

ra usually comes with leads and soflware,
save the file to Floppy and then place the
floppy into your "QL" and hey presto!
(Downside needing a PC!) in which case you
may well use the thing to do the whole job,

and you're by now reading the next articlel
b. You need a QL compatible camera * Basically

a Kodak camera with a serial port e.g. DC215
like mine or DC200 see Simon N Goodwins
excellent article on Digital Cameras for a more
accurate description, I would go into greater
detail but he has akeady done this and he
knows far more about them than l, and the
article is back home (see intro!). Then use his
excellent DIGICAM BAS software to download
the pictures into your QL and save to MDV
FLPWIN, ROM etc go to stage 2

c. You need a"QL"with a compact flash drive e.g.
Q60 or QPC with relevant hardware i.e com-
pact flash reader! and either drivers to read the
card or a utility programme, in which case you
probably know more than mel Anyway you still
need the photos on file in an easily accessable
way

2 You should bv now have in vour OL the Photos
you want, probably in JPEG format, the problem
being that you cannot view them directlyl You
need either photon or pqiv {or any other utility
that works!that I've not heard of. lf so then let the
wider QL community knowl). You then need to
save a copy of the photo into a QL native format
ie SCR or PlC. I believe PQIV can do this akeady
but needs a late version of SMSQ/E, while this is
planned for Photon (please hurry up) which will
work with any QDOS configuration. The problem
here being that the photo may wellbe bigger than
your screen to just

SBYTES FLPl-Ap icJTC, 737072, 32768
naughty but works on some machines, apart from
the fact that you only gel part of the picturel I

have written a routine to "sew" four screenshots
back together but it needs changing as it current-
ly only reassembles a 640x480 picture in mode B
due to the maths and pixel shape changing
between modes, but if your screen is big enough
(resolution wise) then you can lust save the
relevant parts as a pic image, rouline written for
ALL modes but only tried on QL modes 4&B until
my Q60 appears {sometime after I order itl).

Volunteers please wait until after I return home!
Bul a way to save from Photon would be most
appreciated!
Next all we need to do is load the picture into a
bitmap editer programme, unfortunally I know of

{ntt, QL lodoy



no such programme currently availiable capable
of editing pictures in modes except 4&B and also
of any size - memory permittingl So I've decided
to write one, currently it is unfinished but working
and capable of editing mode 4&B up to a theo-
retical resolution of 32768 x 32768 which should
keep us going for a while yet. Mode support is

already built in for modes 33&32 in a lot of opera-
tions by simply using a variable for the number of
bytes needed lo store a pixel and limiting moves
to {actors of the groups of bytes in a group,
needed in mode 4&8 to speed things up as two
adjacent bytes hold the patterns tor Bl4 pixels
interleaved {nice th!} but all other mode don't
(Phewl) according the the SuperBASlC reference
manual (which Rich Mellor keeps splendidly up to
date! I apologise if mine is slightly behind!). lt is in
theory possible to edit a picture in say mode 33
on an originalQL memory permitting and I'll try to
implement this! And it is certainly possible to
convert between modes, This WILL be implemen-
ted in zoomed in Pixel editing, copying, moving
preces whilst filtering out certain colour ie
chromacy {probably spelt wrong - used to create
special effects on TV). Then the picture can be
either saved or printed. ldealy it needs to be
saved as a PIC image easier use!

3. Printing -another difficult subjectl Either:
a. lf you have a printer which is SDUMP compati-

ble then the following sequence will do
pic=AICHP (picture slze)
LBYTES FIPI-PIC_PIC, pic
SDUMP pic
BECHP pic

assuming the you have aready set the BAUD
rate and SDUMP parameters, see the manual

b. use the Prowess drivers. I don't know how to
access them direct yet but Linedesign willdo it
for you! Simply use load bitmap, then in tDlT
mode scale the picture as required, and Print
page!

c use Ghostscript ported/written{? certainly a lot
of hard workl) by Johnathon Hudson which I

am led to believe by the Q60 website sup-
ports a load of current printers and probably
therefore needs a lot of memory but then so
do graphical applications by there very nature
the pictures are certainly bigger than my
programme!

Clearly work still needs to be done but I've
akeady got pictures with pints of beer all over
them, who said the Camera never Lies! Certainly
your QL & Digital camera can lie through their
teeth as it were! My apologies for any inaccura-
cies in my article and any offences caused but
due to my situation I hope you can understand
why they arose, I have no lies to any commercial
programmes mentioned which I use except as a
happy usel and only wish to show you that your
nl still has : fr rfi rro ineido ruh:tovnr hnv it

resides!

PS. A very select few may have seen an earlier
version of my programme at the last QUANTA
show in Manchester to which I paid an all to brief
visit on the Saturdayl The show was otherwise
very much worth a visii!

QDT Progress Report
Jim Hunkins

When working on something
as complex as a modern
desktop (lE: QDT), things lust
seem to trudge along. Working
on so many individual pieces,
you often feel like you aren't
making much progress And
then, one day you actually run
the code from the very top and
'WOW!

Progress QDT Desktop
Snapshot
I have included a screen shot

{see next page) showing QDT

in action. What you see in the
desktop screen caplure is all

real. The upper right hand
shows four different desktop
oblects {icons); the QDT
desktop itself and three
separate folders. A subtle
piece here is that the Apps
folder is open (the actual open
folder is seen directly under
the objects) and the object
shows an open folder The
Games folder on the olher
hand is closed and the object
appropriately shows a closed
folder The Graphics folder ob-
ject shows a case of incom-

pleteness - the fact that I have
only designed one icon for that
folder so far which is used for
both the open and closed view

Under the traditional butlons
(yes, QDT is designed to mix
with all the other options out
there for the SMSQ/E environ-
ment) is a text window that is
showing the QDT activity *
very useful during develop-
ment and for debugging pro-

blems. This can also be turned
off
Over the top of that window is
a page from the tabbed confi-
guration notebook. This note-
book is for the LineDesign pro-
gram object in the open folder

'l .l
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directly under the notebook.
The notebook shows the full

use of the hi color mode in the
actual PE window seclion
{complements of Marcel's work
on the PE and WMAN) I pro-
bably won't gel around to ac-
tually tuning in the hi color for
all the components until to-
wards the end, even thought
the objects all are fully hi-color
by default now. Of course, as a
user of QDT you will have free
reign to lune and tweak the
colors to your heart's delight.
And sometime late next year
you will even be able to share
your desktop look and feel
through the planned Theme
Manager
From this notebook, I opened
the lcon Draw program to see if
I could find and/or design a
betler icon for this object. You
can see that program in the
lower right hand side ol the
screen.

The text file directly behind the
lcon Draw program opened
directly from the LineDesign
lnfo object in the folder on the
left (a simple left mouse button
click on the object did it).
There are two open folders
with oblects in each of them
representing things like text
files, actual programs, more
folders, executable folders
(LineDesign is one and shows
an 'X' within the folder - it is

actually a folder that, with a
single click, runs a file within
the folder 0r opens a file within
the folder with another
program), and graphics.
The last piece to point out here
is a drop down menu for the
Applications folder showing all

the options available from
within the folder
This screenshot is a very good
sampling of what is to come.
But there is a lot more work to
do belore we go into Beta and

then finally ship QDT I am now
expecting Beta to happen
shortly after the first of the
year and then actual shipment
of the first QDT towards the
end of the first quarter {hope-
fullyll!).

Current Activities
My current efforts are focused
on a couple of places. The first
is the installer (picture is also
included on the next page).

This installer is a fairly detailed
program in itself. lt will walk the
user lhrough full installation, will
check the system and allow
boot file updates {configurable),
automatic or assisted desktop
setup, etc. The intent is to
make it so just about anyone
can install and configure QDT
by simply answering some
very basic and hopefully simple
questions.
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I am also working on conver-
ting all the object icon color
mapping to an internal 256 co-
lor palette that corresponds 10

a better spread of the systerns
16000+ colors and which
should map closely into the
Aurora's fixed color palette.
This will allow me to keep the
size of the obiect icons smaller
give a better spread and order-
ing of colors that the default
SMSQIE color palette has {for
this applicalion), match QDT to
all systems including Auroras,
and not mess with the system
palette itself, just in case some-
one else is depending on the
palette or decides to change it

The other major
activrty is to finish the
Notebook data saving.
Currently notebooks
extract the data that
they show directly
from the QDT
database but I have
not enabled saving
changes back to QDT
yet Once this is done,
it is a relatively 'simple'

job to add the Add
Object capability di-
rectly from the desk-
top, not to mention
make it so any chan-
ges entered at the
desktop level actually
are kept
Once these three ac-

tivities are
done {plus a
list of smal-
ler ilems), I

willbe ready
to start a

limited Beta
testing run.
It should be
very inter
esting to
see how all

this works
on different
systems and

with different boot and file set-
ups.

And Where Does the
Magic Happen
the final image is of my main
working space. With the addi-
tion of an iMac to my house-
hold earlier this year my dining
room table has been com-
pletely taken over I do my main
development on my PC laptop
seen on the left while I check
things on QDT (Virtual PC and
QPC emulator), take noles, and
do research on my iMac (not to
mentron play my iTunes, follow
the copious amounts of email
on the QL mailing list, etc). I

have found that, by moving my
center of activity f rom my
smaller desk in my upstairs
room to downstairs, it is easier
to sneak a moment or two to
do work on QDT as time al-

lows.

Web Updates:
The last nole for everyone
here is that I finally am able to
get back to updating my web
site on a regular basis. I spent
the last several months learn-
ing and converting to a new
web publishing program (on my
iMac). tverything has now been
converted and you can actually
see the images included here in
full color and resolution on my
sight. Be sure to stop by now
and then to see the latest up-
dates and screen captures. My
software development main
page is

http://www.jdh*stech.com
Just follow ihe iinks to the QL
and QDT sections

And as usual, and comments or
suggestions are welcome.
Please send them directly to
me at
jhunkins@jdh-stech.com
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3D Perspective Animation - Pa rt 1
Sfephen Poole

Way back in 1984 when I

bought my first QL, I bought
two books which were very
stimulating. The first was
'GUIDI PRATIQUE DU SIN-

CLAIR QL'by tlenin & J.M. Van
Thong. Chapter 5.2.7 dis-
cussed graphics and at page
175 began the listing of a
program called 'VISUALISA-

TION DE CORPS 3-D', arn-
mounting to 451 well-structured
lines of code, whose purpose
was to allow the creation, mani-
pulation and visualisation of 3D-
objects generated by revo-
h rlinn L-{nt,vorror tha rnr rtinotutlvl t. I tvYYv vvtr Lt tu tvw(l tv

'proj-pers', 
{or perspective-pro-

jection), on lines 2300 to 2360
produced a very deformed
view and it was clear that this
could be done better The
second book was'EXPLORING
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGFNCT ON
YOUR SINCLAIR QL' by Tim
Hartnell Chapter seven compri-
ses a program called 'Block-

world', based on Terry Wino-
grad's landmark program
'SHRDLU' wherein a simulated
robot obeys commands wrilten
in everyday english and writes
replies to complex questions
such as, 'Will you please stack
up both of the red blocks and
either a green cube or a pyra-
mid?', 'OK', 'Which cube is
sitting on the table?', 'OK, THt
LARGE GRTEN ONE WHICH
SUPPORTS THE RED PYRA-
MID', etc. Tim concluded by
suggesting improvements to
the program such as: 'Create

your own Blockworld from
scratch, in which the blocks
and other elements can be
moved in three dimensions, so
"in front of" and 'behind" are
valid commands'.
At that time, my full-time job
was Surveying farms in need
of Land Drainage systems and I

was busily juggling with trigo-
nomelry on a daily basis lt
seemed to me that it would not
be too difficult to set up a 3D-
routine, and after sitting down
and setting-out a technrcal-
drawing of the problem, I de-
fined a series of variables
which could then be pro-
grammed conveniently. (Unfor-
tunalely these sketches disap-
peared with many others after
our cat tore them to shreds in

the bottom of a cupboard, be-
fore giving birth to a litter of kit-
tensl).
Taking Tenin & Van Thong as a
model, I designed the program
to READ its information from
DATA statements which would
then be displayed in three
views. This simplifies inpul, as
you see straight away if you
have made any mistakes as the
objects appear deformed.
Moreover the Data lies conve-
niently beside the procedures
which link the coordinates as
LINEs Thus debugging is easy
As each set of Data for an
object has its own display pro-
cedure, it is simple to progres-
sively build up the complexity
of the display. So first the
program calls the series of
CREATT and DRAW proce-
dures as it fills up its points-
array. Then comes the inter-
esting part, the perspective
code. lassumed that one must
draw a line from the eye,
through a window which in this
case corresponds to the moni-
tor-screen, to a point central to
the scene. The coordinates for
these two end-points are
coded into the program, and
serve as a base-line to which
all other coordinates in the
scene can be related, so that
their Intersection with the
window can be easily com-

puted and plotted. This works
well as long as the viewing-
point lies at the same altitude
as the 'central'-point, 

{Other-
wise, if the viewing angle is
sloping, all the coordinates
must be stored in an array, and
rotational-factors applied to
redress their horizontality) So
the program calls the routine
'V|EW-angles', which sets up
the reference-line for each
view Then for each point the
routine 'View-' is called, which
works out the polar angles of
slope and azimut relative to the
reference-line. By this means,
the intersection-points can
easily be calculated and the
new screen-coordinates for
each point are stored in an
array. Now all that remains is to
redraw the whole screenful in
perspective, and then move
the reference-line to view the
scene from a new angle. This
whole process is redone for
each movement of the refe-
rence-line, and frame by frame
there is built up a moving
animation via the routine
'liajectory'. This will rotate
around the exterior of the
scene, giving a view from each
corne[ then zoom in along the
buildings and down under them.
At the same time a plane is

flown well above the houses.
To accelerate the animation,
just keep pressing a key 0f
course this program, which
was written in 1984-5, could be
considerably improved. Particu-
larly it suffered from the weak-
ness of ATAN under QDOS,
which I later debugged and
which is fixed if you have
SMSQ/E. Moreover the gra-
phics edges are slightly
warped, due to an oversight on
my part, (but this is corrected in

the next artical). ln addition, it
has no sloping views, no hid-
den faces and no instant anima-
tion. But it has the advantage
of being simple and as such is
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a good introduction for the good Geforce-4 graphics card
average reader and thereby would give, {ie, millions of
should go a good way to facettes per second, allowing
demystifying 3D programs. As real-time output at over 30
this artical should demonstrate, frames per second ). I would be
3D animation is not difficult, but interested to know what per-
buibing up complex scenes is formance can be achieved with
tedious as you have to enter the Q60-80. Try experimenting
enormous amounts of data. with 'iiajectory', to change the
lndeed in 1986 I stopped deve- viewing-positions during the
loping 3D-animation-programs animation, noting that lhe 'cen-

because of the time the JS-QL tral'-point cx,cy is set rn the
took to produce each screen, center of the scenery to facili-
which was really too long to tate output, lf you are really ad-
make program development venturous, set cx & cy for each
practical. Certainly, things are x, y & z so as to do a camera-
better with a Super Gold Card travelling trajectory using the
running under SMSQ/E, but I image select-count. This first
long for the sort of speed a artical uses an early program

100 ::
l-10 REMark IIORLD_bas, by S.Poole. v!984-5, (v28sept2002).
120 REMark LRIJN under QD0S or SMSQ/E.
130 CLEAB: main: AT 22,1: INPUT'Done..",';i$ : CLS: ST0P
r10 -.

150 DEFine PROCedure main
L60 WIND01J 512'256,0,0: B0RDER 0: CLS: WINDoW 256,206,256,0
L70 pse=99: FILL 0
180 REMark Count the nunber of edges:
190 field=B: house=10: scraper=8: seene=25: plane=6
200 REMark Q=1 is J-views, Q=2 is perspeetive-view"
210 init: q=1; create*scene
220 CI^S : q=2; trajectory
230 END DEFi-ne main
240 :

250 DEFine PRO0edure CLS_
260 L0Cal f
270 PAUSE pse: FOR f=1 T0 J: CI"S#f: END FOR f
280 END DEFine CLS_
290 :
300 DEFine PRO0edure create*scene
310 Cr,S_

320 AT#0,0,0: PRINT#O,'fie1d ': create_field : draw*field :

330 AT#0r0r0: PRINT#Orthouse r: ereate_Jiouse : draw_house :

340 AT#0r0r0: PRINf#0r tslqr-scraperr : create_scraper: draw_scraper:
35A AT#0,0,0: PRINT#0,'scenery': create_scenery: draw_scenery:
360 A?#0,0r0: PRINT#0,taeropIane t: create*plane : draw_plane :

370 END DEFine create-seene
380 :

J90 DEFine PR00edure trajectory
400 REMark nb: Nudge & fudge on exact quadrants!
110 I,IINDOI{ r72'256,0,0: CIS: SCALE 500,-5OA/7"5,-5OO/2
/*20 REMark First set the rCentral' point:
130 cx=t+(175): ey=k+(L75): ct=8
110 RnPeat loop
150 et=ct+l
/160 SELect ct
170 REMark first rotate

Y=350
X-700
I=700
Y=700
X=700
Y=350
I=1

/*80 =9 : x=-35L:
190 =10: x=-351:
500 =11: x=1

l=-350:
t=-350;

'World-bas'because it runs on
a basic QL with no need for
toolkits. ln 1985 this program
aroused some interest here in
France, and was even filmed! lt
can produce output similar to
that produced by the QL Flight
Simulator As some of you may
have noticed, the various 3D
routines I printed in Quanta all
use basically the same code
as this one, (and the next) ln

my next artical I will describe a
fast debugged 3D-Animation
program which Jochen willhelp
me to adapt to run on all

Ql-related machines, as at the
momenl I don't have the docu-
mentation to achieve this.

nTc

crs_
U!D-
crs_
CIS-: CLS#O

510
,20
530
,40
5r0
,60

=72: x=35L
=tj: x=701
=L1: x=70L
=75: Y=7A0
=16: x=70]-
-I7'" x=I

around the scene:
z=54
z=50
z-50
z=50
z=50
z=50
z=50
z=50
z=50
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570 =18: x=-35L, y=-350. z,-50
580 =L): x=-)JQ: y=! : z=50
,90 REMark then zoom in behhd the plane:
600 =20: x=-507: X=110 : z=720
610 =21: x=-401t y=ro : z=110
620 =22t x=-3A0: y=L : z=700
630 =llz x=-200t Y=-47 : z=90
610 =21: x=-70 : y=-lQl3 2=gQ
610 =25: x=-50 : y=*!6!: z=70
650 =26: x=-AA : y=-17L. y,=6A

670 --27: x=-30 . y=-L87; z=50
680 =28: x=-20 : y=-!J!1 s=[Q
690 =291. x=-L} : y=-201: z=10
700 =J0: x=-1 : y=-zIL. z=-27
710 =J1: x=-1: y=-ZLtt z=-50
720 =REI{AINDER : EXIT loop
730 END SELect
710 cz=k+zi REMark Make teentralr altitude equal to eye height.
750 draw: f1y*plane
760 END REPeat loop
770 END DEFine trajectory
780 :

790 DEFine PR00edure draw
800 lNK 7 : VIEI'I- x,y,z
810 INK 21612: draw-scenery
820 INK 410r2: draw_fleld
830 INK 7,/+,2: draw-Jrouse
810 INK 71112: draw-scraper
850 INK 7,1,2: draw-p1ane
860 BEEP 123,15: PAUSE pse
870 END DEFine draw
880 :

890 DEFine PBOCedure view-angles
900 CIS: vx=k+x: vy=k+y: v?,=k+z
9L0 xx=vx-ex; JrJr-vy-cy: zz=v?,-cz: Tt=L
920 REMark Calculate slope & bearlng:
930 e=0: IF xx: c=ATAN(W/xx): END IF : y2=((xx2)+(yy2))^.5
940 b=0: IF 12: b=ATAN(zz/fl): END Ip : r=(G2^2)+(zz^Z))^.f
950 END DEFine view-angles
960 :

970 DEFine PROCedure VIEW*(x,y,z)
980 view-angles: INK ?
990 FOR f=1 T0 pts
1000 REMark Get J-vierr x.,yrz.
1010 px=Tb(f,1): py=Tb(f,2): pz=1b(f,J)
1020 1x=vx-px: 1y=vy-py: ].z=vz-pz
1030 rn=((rxz)+(ryz)) ^.:
10/+0 r,3=( (rnxlh) +(tzxi-:z))'.5
1010 REMark Calculate slope & bearing:
1060 d=0: IF th: d-ATAN(12/Ib): END IF : e=d-b
1070 h=0: fF k: g-4gg1lV/Ix): END IF : h=B-c
1080 REMark Calculate perspeetive points:
1090 REMark (see next artical to remove warping).
1100 xx=rxlAN(h)x-1: yy=rxTAN(e)x-1
1110 Pt(f,1)=a1; Pt(f,2)=yy
L120 POfNT xx,yy
rt3o END FoR f
11/+0 END DEFine VIEtrt-
L150 :

1160 DEFlne PR00edure init
7770 pts- field+house+scraper+scene+p1ane
1180 k=1000: REMark Add k to avoi.d negative values.
LL90 REMark Tb=3 views, Pt=perspecti.ve eoordinates,
120A DIM Tb(pts,4), rt(pts,/r)
L210 WINDoII 5L2,256,0,0: CI"S: LIINDoW 256,206,256,0
L220 SCALE 100,-50,-50
7230 0PEN#3,scr-256X99a0X0: SCALE#3,50,0,0
1240 FOR f=0 T0 3: BORDER#f,0: PAPER#f,0: INK#f,7: CLS#f
7250 C,SIZE#313,Ii AT#3,7,Li PRINT#3, '3D PERSPECTIVES'
1260 END DEPlne init
7270 :

1280 DEFine PR00edure create_scenery
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L290 SCAT,E#I,k,k*300,k-300
1300 scALE#2,k,k-300,k-100
1370 SCN.E#3,k,k-300,k-300
1320 REMark Set grid coordj.nates:
$3A w0=0: w1=200: w2=250: nrJ=JO0: vr145A
7340 BnSToRn 1400: ff= field+house+scraper
7350 FOR f=1 T0 scene
a36a FOR j=1 16 3
L370 READ rd: rd=rd+k: Tb(f+ff,j)=a6
1384 END FOR i
1390 END FOR f
1400 DATA w0,w0,10, wOrw1r10
7410 DATA wOrw2r10, w0,rnrJ,10
142A DATA w0rdtr 70, wLrw4r10
7130 DATA w2rr+1rt}, w3rw1rL0
1110 DATA w/r,w4,!0, wlrv)r10
L/+50 DATA w4rw2r10, dr,w1,10
*60 DATA w4rw0,10, wJrwOr10
1470 DATA w2,w0,10, wlrwOr10
1480 DATA w1,w1, !0, wlrw2,)0
7490 DATA w1rnJr50, w2,w3,80
1500 DATA wJrwJ,1-L}, w)ru2rt40
L570 DATA w3rw1,L70, w2rv1r200
1520 DATA w2,w2,2"/0
1530 END DEFine create*seenery
L540 :

1550 DEFine PR0Cedure draw-seenery
L560 REMark draw lines by point-nunbers:
!570 INK 2,0,J: FILL l-
fiBA FoR 1s=27 I0 422 L 1s,1s+1: END FoB 1s
L590 :

1600 L /+2,27: FILL 0: INK 2
1610 FoR 1s=42 T0 50: L 1s,1s+1: END FOR 1s
1620 :

1630 L27,12: L28,4): L29,11: L30,45
L610 L )2,1J: L )),46: L 31,17t L 36,47
1610 L 37,48: L 38,19: L 40,19: L 4L,50
L660 L 13,10.. L 4/+,51.: L 46,51: L 48,57
1670 END DEFine draw-scenery
1680 :

1690 DEFine PR00edure create-scraper
1700 scALE#1,3/r0,k-?0,k-10
t7L0 SQLIfi#2,170,k+100,k-10
\72A SCATE#3,170,k-10,k-10
1730 RISTORI 1800
771A ff= field + house
1750 FOR f=1 T0 seraper
7760
1770
1780

FoR j=1 1s 3
READ rd: rd=rd+k: Tb(f+ff,i)=a6

END FoR j
1790 END FOR f
1800 DLTA 12A.35,L0, 720,60, 10, 160,60,10
1810 DATA 160,35,r0, 12A,3r,50, L2A,60,60
1820 DATA 160,60,60, 760,3r,60
1930 END DEFine create-scraper
1840 :

1850 DEFine PR0Cedure draw-scraper
1860 L t9,20: L 20,27: L 2L,22: L 22,19
1870 L2j,24z L24,25: L25,26: L26,23
1880 L19,23t L20,21: L2L,25: L22,26
1890 END DEFine draw-scraper
1900 :

1910 DEFine PR0Cedure ereate-Iouse
L920 SCAIfi#1,200,k-60,k
L930 SCALE#2,100,k,k
L91A SCAT,E#3,100,k,k
L950 RIST0RE 2020
1960 ff=fie1d
L970 FOR f=1 T0 house

ZOLO END FOR f
2020 DATA 30,30,L0, 3A,50,f:0, 50,50,L0
2030 DAIA 50,30, 10, 30,30,20, 30,50,20
2040 DATA 

'0,50,20, 
50,3O,2A

2010 DATA. 10,30,3r, 10,50,35
2060 END DEPine create-Jrouse
2074 :

2080 DEFine PR00edure draw_house
2090 L9,10: L10,11: LL1,72:L12,9
2100 L 9,13t L 70,1/*: L 7L,Lr: L 72,L6
ZLLA L 1j,!1: L 11,75| L 75,L6: L L6,73
2720 L L3,I7; L 14,1:8t L 75,L8: L 16,17
2ga L 17,78
2140 END DEFine draw_Iouse
2750 :

2160 DEFine PROCedure create-p1ane
2770 SCALE#1,300,k-200,k
2180 SCALE#2,150,k*75,k+75
2L9O SCArE#3,150,k,k
2200 RESTORE 2270
22t0 ff=seenerf ield+house+scraper
2220 FOR f=1 T0 plane
2230 FOR j=1 19 3
2210
2250

READ rd: rd=rd+k: Ib(f+ff,i)=r0
END FoR j

FoR i=1 T0 3
READ rd: rd=rd+k: Tb(f+ff,i)=ra

2260 END FOR f
2270 DATA 3r,225,7LA, ]-5,222,95
2280 DAIL L5 

'227 
,9, ' 1'22/+,L0A

2290 DATA 1,190,97, L,26O,97
2100 END DEFine create*plane
23L0 :

2320 DEFine PR00edure draw_plane
2330 ft{K 7
2310 L 55,52. L 52,53: L 53,54: L r/+,52
2350 L 52,56t L 56,53: L 13,55
2360 L 55,51: L 51,572 L 57,52
2370 END DEFine draw-p1ane
2380 :

2390 DEFine PR00edure create-field
2100 scALE#1,400,k-130,k
21t0 scAlfi#2,200,k,k
2120 SCAT,E#3,200,k,k
2430 RIST0RE 2490
24/,0 FOR f=1 T0 field
21r0
2460
2470

FOR j=1 16 3
READ rd: rd=rd+k: Tb(f,i)=rd

END FoR j
2180 END FOR f
2490 DA?A 20,20,10, 20,70,70, 170,7O,70
2540 DATA 170,20,L0, L7O,20,!7, 20,20,17
2510 DATA 20,70,17, L70,70,17
2520 tl{D DEFine create-field
2530 :

25lr0 DEFine PROCedure draw*field
2550 FILL 1
2560 L 1,2: L 2,3: L 3,1i L 1,1
2'70 FILL O

2580 :

2590 L 5,6: L 6,7: L 7,8: L 8,5
2600 L 4,5: L L,6. L 2,7: L ),9
2610 END DEFine draw*field
2620 t

2630 DEFine PRO0edure L(a,z)
2610 REMark e=1 i-s J sicle*views:
2650 IF q=1 1i1gN
2660 x1=Tb(a,1): y1=?b(a,2): z1-Tb(a,J)
2670 x2=Tb(2,1) : y2=Tb(2,2) : z2=Tb(z,j)
2680 END IF
2690 REMark e=2 is Perspective-vi-ew:
2700 IF q=2 1g1s
2770 x1=Pt(a,1): yl=Pt(a,2)
2720 t2=Pt(z,L)z y2=Pt(2,2)

1980
1990
2000 END FoR j

- 
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2730 EMD IF
2740 tlNE#1,xl,yt TO x2,y2
2750 IF q=!3 RE?urn : END IF
2760 LINE#2,xl,zt TQ x2,22
2770 LINE#3,yL,zt TA y2,22
2780 END DEFine L
2790 :

2800 DEFine PR00edure f1y-p1ane
2810 REMark Just in a straight line:

2820 st=ff+1: pl-ed= st+plane-1
2830 FOR fp= st ?0 p1-ed
2810 Tb(fp,1)= ru(fp,1)+J0
2850 Tb(fp,2)= 1b(tp,2)-25
2860 Tb(fp,J)= ru(fp,3)+5
2874 END FOR fp
2880 END DEFine f1y-p1ane
2890 ::

Galloping to Christmas by way of
Middle Earth
Tony Firshman

After the recent unforlunate,
sometimes uninformed, and
somelimes downright silly
emails in ql-users mailing list on
the internet about the SMSQ/E
license,l was absolutely deligh-
ted to get a letter from an
'octogenarian' customer {one
of the very few customers of
any age this year) recently to
remind me what llike about the
QL scene, and why I am still
around.
I repaired her QL {for the se-
cond time after a ten year gap),

but forgot to tellher in advance
that replacement mdv hard-
ware was extra. I simply scrib-
bled a note on the invoice say-
ing something like that, and that
it was her lucky day as she got
it free.
lncidentally the new membrane
I fitted in 1990 was still in work-
ing order though brittle. lt sup-
ported my theory that the main
reason membranes fail inside
closed QLs is that the tails
were bent very hard back on
themselves by Thorn-EMl just

as they emerge from under the
metal plate. Give the tails a
gentle curve and the mem-
brane will last - even after it

becomes brittle.
Here is her reply'

'Dear Sir
Forgive the formality. I don't
know your name.
I think you really should know
just how much your cryptic

message on my invoice fNo.
507585) encouraged me. lt
came at a time when olher
things were not going welland
my spirits were low.lt was not
just the sparing of my bank
account, very welcome wifh
Chrisfmas galloping up, but fhe
integrity and generosity trans-
lated into action and the hu-
merous fsic] explanalion. As
an octogenarian I deeply ap'
preciate that Thank you very
much.
It is greaf fo have mV QL back
,n servtce.
Yours sincerely"

The sequel to this was her
arriving at the recent London
show by public transport to
thank me in person.
She left with Xmas gifts of a

double disk drive (courtesy of
the London group - thanks
Malcolmland a 

-liump 
Card that

was gathering dust in my slore-
room. After 15 years of suc-
cessful microdrive use {who
else can say that?), she willbe, I

hope, suitably gobsmacked.
I hope she is now enjoying the
pre-Xmas gallop.

"... and lhal London show
I arrived at around 9am at the
Welsh Congregational Chapel
in Southwark. Everything
looked shut, but the side door
was open. Sounds of lots of
voices. 'That is odd", lthought. I

arn usuallv the first to arrive.
Open the door to be greeted
by people in strange outfits,
some with very odd whiskers.
People on the floor in sleeping
bags. People half dressed.
People eating breakfast.
Swords. Short hairy legs. Very
odd headgear Foreign tongues.
Red striped trousers. Some-
thing that looked like a breast-
plate. Lols of noise and hilarfty
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pointed out (while
laughing) that we needed
to set-up. A compromise
of 9,30 was agreed.
It turned out later that
they were sword dancers
from "Stevenage Sword'
attending the annual
'Thrales Rapper Weekend
of Dance". From the
schedule, I found there
was dancing mentioned,
but pubs got a bigger
word count. Well is that
any more strange than
rituals around little black
boxes?

Am I in the wrong chapel -
wrong London? lt is all begin-
ning to sound lhe start of a Tol-

kien lrilogy
"Did you know that we are
having a computer meeting
here?""|t is 0K, we will be out
by 10'30!'was the reply.

I found the Scotlish caretaker -
yes he did think 20 years ago
when he took the job that this
was a mite ironic.'ll was all 0K
when I found out we both hate
the English". "That is 0K - I am
half Welsh" I said. He said they
were actually meant to get out
by 10'00. We {yes a few more
had arrived by then) gently

At last after 30 minutes I was
able to test hrs QL, lt was work-
ing 100%, even the membrane,
'What was worng with it?" I

asked him. 'l can't remember *
it was too long ago'
I pointed out the aged note
stuck to it - which I couldn't
really read. 'Works OK, but
doesn't start up with the
interface' Hrmm. Mind you that
can happen when expansion
pins are bent - but J1 was OK.
He is using the interface now
on another QL, so I guess he
didn't plug it in fully. Damn -
lorgot to ask him what power
supply he used.

relevant DUN setting. Did you
know that USR have two po-
wer supplies * lBV and 9V The
modems look identical, and
there is no clue as to which
voltage is needed - amazing."l
have no serial lead" said Roy I

went to ask Darren if he had
one, and he said 'There is one
on Roy's table'. We both died
laughing. Problem - we needed
one end to be 9D. Roy had this
natty gender changer - about
5 way in any combination. No
good though as Keith's power
supply connector was in the
way We then piggybacked it
off two std in-line ones and it

worked!
I :clzad Rill Qinhrrd-r uJl\vv ufit I \tut tut u

son if he had found
the person who
wanted to sell him
some QLs "Yes

that is the only rea-
son I have come".
Bill is another per-
son that day who
proved that octoge-
narians are forever
y0ung.
It was actually a
pretty lively show
for QL malters, and
was memorable for

a presentation to those two
ex-Quanta slalwarts, John Tay-

lor and BillNewell.lt was nice to
see them there as civilians for
a change.
I sold whal seemed like hun-
dreds of s/h microdrive cartrid-
ges - amazing.
.... and Malcolm Cadman's rolls,
with complimentary trimmings
and organic pickles, were so
good and so cheap I never got
around to the lunch I brought
with me.
I hurlled off promptly to Even-
song and a subsequent Bach/
Handel rehearsal - phew what
a day.
Well done again to the orga-
nisers * but avoid the Rapper
weekend next time.

During my setting up, someone
arrived wanting his QL men-
ded. After a bit of toing and
froing he eventually managed
to say he was in a bit of a rush.
Switched 0n my Microvitek
without plugging it into the QL.
CRACK. lt was very humid in

the basement, and it was
suffering from condensation. I

said to the guy - "Sorry lhave
to repair my monitor first!". I

found a portable gas heater
and that worked a treat. I had
never really seen arcing in a
TV before. The spark was a
good 4 inches long al least -
amazing. No wonder 8301s get
zapped by Microviteks, which
are renowned for arcing, even
when dry

Later on someone had a dead
power supply - tightened the
mains plug screws, and it
worked again. lt was a day of
repairing working hardware. lt
is quite amazing how the same
issues recur - I first pointed out
mains plug problems in 1986.
As connectors can get quite
warm in use, the continual ex-
pansion/contraction can very
easily make screws work
Ioose. ln my mains products, I

seal connections with hot glue

{my cure-all!).
Keith Mitchell and I enjoyed a
wrestle with his laptop. His wife
suffers from premature line
drop {no laughter please). I sug-
gested installing a modem Roy
had there, to show him the
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Fun Stuff
Per Witte writes with a couple of humorous
QL-related stories,

An acquainlance called me the other day saying
his computel an ageing original QL, is broken.
'What's the problem?'I queried "lt doesn't work",
says he, helpfully. "l'd like you to come round and
lake a look." 'How about we do a little trouble
shooting firsl?', says l. 'Trouble what?" quoth he.
'liouble shooting', I repeat. "You see, before I

come over I want to be quite sure that the
machine really doesn'l work.' 'Alright, then", says
he, "ang on'. He lays the receiver down and I hear
the sounds of rummaging at the other end. I

wonder what the hell he's up to. Then I hear a
click followed by a loud BANGI and in the subse-
quent silence I hear the gentle patter of falling bits
of plastic. The acquaintance picks up lhe receiver
again and says '0k Done that What next?"

One of our great Ql-luminaries was once out
walking in the woods, when he espied a small
brass lamp lying in the undergrowth. He picks it up
and rubs the dirt off with his sleeve. Somewhat to
his surprise a genie pops out, bowing obse-
quiously,'Oh rnaster it is in my power to grant you
a wish. Speak! Thy whim is my law!' "Hm'quoth

the said luminary, "l thoughl it was customary in

such cases to be granled three wishes, nol one,"
'Alas! lt is the times, lord. What with 9*11, lhe cur-
renl interest rales, the NASDAQ going through the
floor globalisation, the Microsofl monopoly and
whal have you, even us spirits have to tighten our
belts, One wish it is. Now what will it be, lord and
masler?" Our luminary ponders deeply a momenl
then, bringing out his pocket diary, points to a
map and says"See, this is the Middle East. I want
you to stop these guys from fighting and killing
each other I want you to make peace in the
Middle Eastl" 'Good gracious me, my lord' says
genie aghast.'These people have been at war for
decades - cenluriesl Nay, come lo think of it,

millennial lmpossible! Think of something else, I

beg you. How about a shiny new Mercedes 500
SLK? 0r a super-duper new PC.?' Our luminary
gives him a withering eye, but then a happy
thought strikes him, "l wish', he says, 'that the
QL-world would smooth over their dilferences, put
aside their idiosyncrasies and extreme individua-
lism - for a liltle while, at least * and get together
to produce an intelligent, functional and back-
wardly compatible file system, allowing for unli-

mited directory deplh, long file names, and a sen-
sible solution to the underscore/backslash pro-
blem lhat we can all agree on. Yes! That is my
wish!'The spirit is silent a rnomenl and then, with
a deep sigh of resignation, says "Lels have a look
at that friggin' map again, eh'

r994
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200t
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POUNDWARE RANGE
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Pirates and mad Sheep
Tony Tebby
The recent discussion on the newsgroup and the problems
related to D&D nol being an SMSQ/E reseller made Tony write
an inleresling mail - we re-print mosl of it with his permission as
it will be very interesting to Qlers who have no access lo the
newsgroup.
It is nol just about the reseller trouble (we have removed the
personal bit, as we hope the situation between D&D and the
regislrar is sorled oul by the time you read lhis, it also explains
the license and adds some commenls about the trouble around
the license discussion several monlhs ago.

While walking on lhe fells, I royalties only come some time
came across a sheep with its after the work has been done.
horns entangled in a wire The royalties are a recognition
fence. With great difficulty I ma- of the work that has already
naged lo free it and, by way of been done. An author does nol
reward for saving it from a cer- receive royalties to pay for
tain, lingering death, it tried to new "works of art' or to im-

take my fingers off. prove existing works of art
More about mad sheep and
fingers later This note is written
in response to some very
strange commenls thal have
been published in this list and

elsewhere.
Before attempting to set the
record straight, I shall try to
explain the principle of royalties
(or licence fees).
The principle is thal an author
devotes a few hours, a few
months or many years creating
what the law considers, rather
quaintly, to be a"work of art". A
"work of art" is nol like other
commodities. lf you buy a

book, the author gets a royalty
on the sale, but, if you do not
like the story, or if lhere are
fatal flaws in the story line or
even grammatical errors, you

cannot get your money back.
lf an author is lucky or has a
good agent (being a good
author has almost nothing to
do with it) his book becomes a

best seller and the author
pockets royalties out of all
proporlion to the effort that
went into the book Usually, the
author {or the painter the
composer etc ) is unlucky.
ln all cases, however the

Royalties are a payment for
work that has already been
done and nothing else.
Royalties are due by anyone
who makes a copy of a 'work

of art". A licence is slightly diffe-
renl - it is the permission to
copy a 'work of art". Making a

copy without a licence is a cri-
minalact. A licence may be tied
to a support contract, but in the
case of SMSQ-E, the 'licence

fee" has always been pure

author's royalties (legally and
fiscally).
lwrote QDOS for the QL, it was
not perfect, but it sort of
worked. lt was not the opera-
ting system that I would have
liked to write, but it was the
operation system I was paid to
write. After the demise of Sin-
clair I was under considerable
pressure to provide a legal,
maintainable alternative to pira-

ted copies of QDOS {there are
still pirated copies of QDOS
being sold 16 years later). No
one was prepared to pay me to
do it, but I gave in and did it

anyway.
lf you take all the royalties I

have received for SMSQ-E and
multiply by 10, it would still not

pay for the development that
was done for the various ma-
chines SMSQ-E was made
available on. The only pay-
ments that I have received for
support have been from a small
number of generous people or
groups who have contributed
to the development of specific
improvements that were made
available to everyone. I never
really thought releasing
SMSQ-E would be worthwhile,
but I was naiVe enough to think
that it might save my fingers lt
didn't

Now for setting the
recard straight.
Wolfgang Lenerz
About a year ago, suggestions
started to be made seriously to
make it possible for develop-
ment to conlinue by making
the SMSQ-E source publicly
available Nothing particularly
radical about that, authors of
books do it all the time, and I

had already communicated
complete or partial sources lo
various people who had re-
quested them.
Wolfgang Lenerz consulted me
before setting off to Eindhoven
to discuss the proposals with
"interested parties". ldo love to
say 'l told you so". I told him
thal if he went to Eindhoven, he
would be 'voted' to run the
whole show and what this was
likely to do to his life. But he
went anyway
Wolfgang Lenerz has been
working {unpaid) to try to dis-
courage aggressive lockout
policies designed try and cap-
ture a larger share of the QL
"market' at the expense of QL
users Le. he has been trying to
maintain a coherent cross plat-

form environment. lt is possible
that you may have different
ideas on how this can be
achieved, but Wolfgang Lenerz
has no personal or commercial
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stake - he has been working
for the benefit of QL users and
anyone who says otherwise is
LYING,

I suggest you think very care-
fully about the mentality of
those who have thrown the
insults that Wolfgang Lenerz
has been receiving.

The 10 Euro t$10) royalty
ln Wolfgang Lenerz's message
in the list he states "Under this
licence, only appointed resel-
lers may sell the software, pro-
vided, notably, that a 10 euro
payment is made to Tony Teb-

by for each copy sold.'
I did not actually negotiate this
but it was offered and I agreed.
But think very carefully about it.

This is a royalty as paymenl for
the original development. lt is

not a payment for services, fur-
ther developments etc. Before
this arrangement came into
fnrrp lnr^hon [/prz r-nllpr-tpd

licence fees as my agenl. He
kept a share for providing sup-
port and passed on the rest as
royalties {but his share was not
really large enough to pay the
time that he spent supporting
SMSQ-E - for that he would
have needed to take several
100% and I can't afford that).
With the new arrangement,
Jochen Merz apparently still
collects some licence fees, but
he gets no cut at all. This dra-
matically reduces the licence
fees to be paid on 'legal' co-
pies of SMSQ-E This is, appa-
rently not good enough for
some people who just do not
want to pay at all.

tD&D and O60 bifs removed -

see explanafion above.i

More in sorrow
f accept the blame for writing
QDOS and the consequences,
but what have Wolgang Le-
nerz, Jochen Merz and others
done to merit the treatmenl

they are getting - they de-
serve to keep their fingers

... and another interestrng marl
followed:

There have been a number ol
confusing statements about li-

cences, core software and pat-
ches {or the Q60. I do not
know whether they confused
you, they certainly confused
me.
A licence is not a restrrction - it
is a permission. The SMSQ/E
licence gives explicit permis-
sion to software developers to
do a lot of things that they
could not do before. The only
eftect on "end-users" should be
more, betler qualitlt support
(and still free). lf you are a
software developer all you
have to do is ask.
SMSQ/I is delivered as a num-
ber of modules. The difference
hoturaon q[/qn/tr mndl rlac endr vrvrvg/

Windows modules, for exam-
ple, is that Windows modules
are selected and linked toge-
ther {using the registry) for the
hardware configuration on in-

stallation {about an hour),
whereas SMSQ/I modules are
selected and linked together
using "soft" linkage blocks in a
few seconds every time you
boot the system. Admitledly
Windows is more complicated
- il you were to include all the
core funclionality of Windows
into SMSQ-E you would need
to wait a few seconds more for
it to boot.
The modular structure of
SMSQIE is historicalrather than
logical. There are some small
modules such as the hardware
initialisation module that are
completely hardware environ-
ment dependent. There are
some large modules that are
completely hardware indepen-
dent, such as the SBasic inter-
preter Most of the modules,
however have a set of machine

independent core routines with
hardware dependent routines
and data definitions. ln principle,
only one version of SMSQ/E
needs to be delivered which
has alllhe different modules for
all machines with only the
"right" modules being selected
for the configuration. ln practice,
the number of different ver-
sions bundled together is limi-

ted.
To change the behaviour of
part of the system, all that a

developer i supplier needs to
do is to replace the module
concerned by a new version
add a new module to the end
of the operating system "pack-

eop'"b*

These extensions may modify
the core functions {subiect to
licence conditions) add new
core functions (sublect to li-

cence conditions) add new
luxuries {it would be nice for QL
rrc.prc if rinr r r-nmnliod r,vith tho

licence conditions).
When QLCF contributed to-
wards the development costs
of the 16 bit colour drivers for
the Q40, it would have been
much simpler and cheaper to
have reslicted the colour dri-
vers to Q40 colours only. What
was actually developed was a
frameword for colour capability
from 1 brl lo 24 bit with drivers
specifically produced for mo-
nochrome, QL 2 bit and 3 bit
colours and any 15/16 bit lixed
colour scheme. The sources
were then passed to develo-
pers for the Aurora and QPC to
develop drivers specifically for
their systems.
The intention was to ensure
that modified core functions
and new core functions re-
mained as compatible as possi-
ble with older versions and
across the new versions. This
is the purpose of the licence.
All SMSQ/E developers are
building on the back of work
done by others. lf they make a
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significant contribution to the
core functions, they may be

lustified in asking for royalties
lor their contribution, but that
does not iustify their refusing to
share their work with other de-
velopers - the principle is open
source not "everyone for him-

self' The licence conditions are
designed io favour this type of
co-operative development.
The elfect of the licence condi-
tions can be seen more easily if

we sort the sheep from lhe
goats in the patched Q60 ver-
sion of SMSQ/E story. Some-
one somewhere is confusing
lwo totally separate issues.
The first issue was a bug in lhe
Q40 hardware initialisation mo-
dule (not in the SMSQ memory
manager {software) as stated in

this list, but in the initialisation of
the MC6B040 MMU {Memory
Management Unit - hardware)).
This was a one bit error in a
lnAR hvlo q[Iqn mndr rlo ArvTv vt rw vlvrvv r r rvuuru. , r

genuine bug which meant that
some Q40s {depending on the
brand of memory module fitted)
sometimes ran more slowly
than usual because the caches
were disabled, This never hap-
pened on my Q40 and it was
the sort of error where you
could look at the code a hun-

dred times and not spol it.

This affected only the Q40
specific version of SMSQiE and
s0 there was no impacl on
other machines. lt was fixed in

Version 2,99, but the modifica-
tion was provisionally made to
the V2.98 shipped by Peter
Graf
The second issue was the
reduced instruction set for the
MC68060, The MC6B060 can-
not execute all the MC6B0x0
instruction set and if you try to
run MC6B0x0 programs on the
MCOB060, they quite often
crash terminally (reset button
time).

For most modules, replacing
the deleted instructions by al-
ternative code sequences has
no real impact on performance
on any machine, so this was
done. Howeve[ a critical in-

struction in the QL colour mode
drivers is no longer supported
by the MC68060.
The general solution is to pro-
vide an "illegal instruction" trap
to process the exceptions ge-
nerated when the 68060 came
across an instruction that it did
not recognise. This is rather
slow, but it ensures that the
Q60 can also execute any
program that uses the full
MC6B0x0 instruction set.
A module incorporaling this so-

lution can be added-on, does
not require any modification to
SMSQ/E and provides a slower
QL colour mode than the ideal,
but still a lot faster than other
machines.
The specific solution is to re-
write the QL colour mode dri-
ver to eliminate all "MOVEP' in-

structions. I had started this
work before passing the parti-
ally modified MC08060 rou-
tines over to Peter Graf. The
modified code works on earlier
processors, but is not as fast. lt
is, therefore, necessary to pro-

vide separate MC68060 and
MC6B0x0 versions ol the GD2
QL mode drivers, even though
they are >9904 the sarne.
One of the registrar's jobs is to
ensure that the modifications
are properly recorded. ln this
case, he would have to ensure
that the lower performance
MC6B060 version did not crawl
thrnr rnh intn iho 'ctendrrr{' rr,rr-lt il vvSl I I tlv tt tv Jtqt tuqt u Y ut

sions. Naturally other suppliers
of MC6B060 based machine
could use this version because
it is in the "open source". The
Q60 developers would, how-
evel be quite justilied in asking
for 1% of the price they paid for
the Q40 version of the GD2 QL
driver - 1% of nothing is not too
much to ask for is it?

QL Show in Berchtesgaden - Germany
Peler Fox

Steve Reyal, Roy Wood and lflew to Salzburg
on Friday 4th Oclober in my aeroplane taking
around 3 hours for the trip. The weather on
the trip was super and we had a good view of
much of the countryside.
At Salzburg we hired a car and drove to the
Hotef Schwabenwirt rn Berchtesgaden to find
that our accomodation and the show had
been moved to the Hotel Tauernhof which
was 0n the outskirts of the town. The hotel
grounds were bounded by a brook and a river
in a wooded area which is very attractive.
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We had Dinner in the Hotel and after a good
night's sleep and breakfast, started setting up
for the show in the Restaurant which meant
everyone was running late. Once everyone
had settled down there were a dozen laptops
running QPC2 scattered around the room.
There is no doubt that the hotel is an
excellent venue although I personally have no
experience of the Hotel Schwabenwirt lt is

clear that Technology was moving on since
inlormation was being transfered between
laptops using Compact Flash Media,

We had visitors from Germany who also
spent some holidays in this nice area, like

they did the year before. Also, Qlers from
Austria and ltaly visited the show
Jochen Merz and Roy Wood were the only
dealers presenl this time - Jochen carried his
whole range of software, CDs etc. but,

unfortunately, had to carry most of it back
h^-n rl, 'n *n ihn f-;r1,, ^-^ll ^, '-h^r ^{I t\Jt ilc uug tu r,t rc tclil ty Jt I tofi I tuil tuEt \.|
potential customers. Roy was well prepared
for this situation.

Marcel drove over from Stuttgart for the
aflernoon taking about five hours and talked
lo everyone.
There was dinner after the show also at the
Hotel which again was perfectly good and

enjoyable with a great deal of discussion in

two groups, one in German and the other in
English.

Everybody had a good time, and we all would
like to thank Friedemann Oertelfor organising
the show and making sure it worked out
nicely We all hope that another show next
year will happen again, and look forward to
more visilors then. And - Friedemann - make
sure lhe weather will be warmer again, like it
was last year!

tJochen adds: we have already spoken lo
Friedemann, and it seems thaf another show
will be possible lst weekend of October
20A3 - why not put it into you Agenda
NAW"J

D&D's Q60 Offer
Dennis Smith

The Q60 has been available for about a year now
and during that time we have made steady
consistent sales. After our summer break D & D
Systems must return to the Q60 production line.

We have looked at what the public tend to want

the most and come up with a nice package as
listed below'
Midi Tower case - 3 x 5.25" & 2 x 3.5" bays
Q60 @ 60MHz
64MB RAM
GD-ROM 56x
3.5 Floppy disk drive
20GB Hard disk
l/O card, 2 serial ports @ 115,200, 1 parallelport,
1 garnes port
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Keyboard
3 button mouse
65536 Colours (Photo quality can be displayed
on the screen)
Stereo sound output
SMSQ/E & QDOS Classic operating systems

This is a'Plug in and go'system, no messing
about. There are a few extras you could have
such as a l7inch monitot Ethernet card or
more serial ports. The stereo speakers we
supply are plenty good enough for personal
use and are based on a 3 speaker system,
that is; 1 left, 1 right and 1 sub-woofer {Bass).
The speakers are not included in the above
package as some people may want to
produce the ultimate QL Jukebox and blow
the neighbours wall down, in that case get
your own big speakers and plug them into
the stereo jack. You could use the small
internal speaker in the case if you wanted as
a low power alternalive. ls 64MB RAM not
enough? OK, try another 64MB to go with it,

total 128M8, lovely At the time of writing
SMSQ/E does use this in a fashion and the
coding should be in use as you read this. At
the moment lcannot see 128M8 being of any
use to SMSQiE but Linux would use it. We
have a new version of 6Bk Linux called Shoe-
string Linux. This is improved over the first
version and has a nice email program on it
The Q60 will browse the lnternet, send &
receive email using Linux, later on SMSQ/E
on the Q60 will be doing this as well.
Shoestring Linux does run on the old Q40.
slooowly. The keyboard supplied is an Eng-
lish {UK) version, howeve[ you may use your
own country specilic keyboard and we will
deduct the price of this from the offer price.
The price for all the above is t545 all

inclusive with only the variable delivery
charge to add. This has got to be a good
deal for owning the Worlds fastest new QL

{and the Worlds fastest new 6Bk Linux
computer).
We are contracted to supply the Q60 as a
fully working unit so that means it must be
sold with an operating system. The supplied
O/S is SMSQ/E although we could have
chosen QDOS Classic, SMSQ/E is more
developed and takes advantage of the Q60's
capabilities better: QDOS Classic is a valua-
ble toolfor running that old duff software that
SMS does not like, although the version of
SMS we use does cope better with old soft-
ware than the QL did using SMS Maybe 9BYo

of QL software runs on the SMS Q60 so we are
not talking about a problem of any magnitude.
Any problems, run QDOS Classic instead of SMS.
There is no reason why QDOS Classic cannot be
developed far beyond SMSQ/E if the coders
were so inclined to do so. By now you should be
getting the inclination things are rnoving forward
and development is growing at an increasing rate,
this is of course what has been lacking for years
in the QL community. The more Q60s sold the
faster this development rate will be so I am asking
you to stand up and be counled, place an order
for a Q60. lf we are going to develop this then
lets get on and do it.
Q60 production at D&D is not a constant flow
because of the relatively low volume and high{ish)
stock levels we musl maintain. We predict a se-
ries production run, get the bits and make that
run Of course we don't make every type of Q60
on a series run and sonneone will always ask for
what we are not making, this is bound to happen.
ln such a case, which is beyond our immediale
control, a delay of four weeks might occur The
Q60 o 60 MHz is now our standard, the 66 MHz
and B0 MHz versions are available as special
orders which means they may be in stock or built
in lha navi hatnhI I tt t! I tun L vulut t.

You may have noticed I have not mentioned the
Q40 yet so here we go. D&D Systems have
never made a Q40 therefore we have never sold
one either We have made a Q40i, which is the
same design as a Q40 except it has a RAM
capability of 12BMB.lf the advertising in QL Today
is the latest version you should be able to detect
an absence of the Q40i for sale because it has
been discontinued. Howeve[ a Q40i is available
as a special order - for the time being - if you
really want one. One thing we can supply for the
original QBranch Q40 is a matched pair of RAM
sticks giving 32MB in total QBranch were respon-
sible for the produclion and sale ol the Old Q40
so any Q40 matters should be directed to them.
Photographs can be downloaded from digital
cameras and displayed on the screen in photo-
graphic quality. These can be quickly rotated on
screen and lhave heard thal someone is working
on a photo manipulation program to modify/en-
hance photos. As lmentioned earlier if we can rig
up a nice Jukebox program then we have stereo
sound and photos on a QL machine, how does
thal sound?
CD use is not limited on the Q60, the hardware is

capable of reading, writing and re-writing CDs
and this can be done via Linux SMSQ/E can read
audio and data CDs, the program for writing to a
CD needs finishing. This is quite a good step in
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QL related computing, imagine for instance a
program called QL Gardener (yes, I know it
akeady existslbut think of the new version on CD
with hundreds of photos showing the exact
flower along with a detailed description, great.
This type of thinking is now quite feasible and is

indeed dragging back programmers into the QL
scene along with some new ones. The Q60
exists so lets start using it seriously.
The options available with hard disks are quite
interestrng, a compact flash device can be fitted
into a 3.5 inch bay (or convert a 5 25inch bay into

a 3.5) connecled to the ilo card giving a

removable hard disk in the form of a compact
flash card. These are not expensive, go up to
512M8 and lour are the size of a matchbox,
Check the latest advert for the up-to-date prices,I
wonder if there are people out there worried
about the reliability of the Q60? Fear not, we have
run these machines for months continuously, no
problem. The engrneering is sound, Enioy Qling
again with this new lease of QL life. See you at
the Shows

An lnside Story
Geoff Wicks

This article is about program-

ming, but not programming as

we normally think ol it. How do
you transform a skill thal has

tradilionally relied on the intuitive
insighls of specialist resear-
chers inlo a computer program

that can be used by novices
and amateurs? lt was over ten
years after conception before
the program became a reality.

Ten years ago lwas living in the
Netherlands, and applied for
two jobs shortly af ter one
another in which handwriting
analysis formed part of the
selection process. Psycholo-
gists are very influential in the
Netherlands and I was used to
job application procedures
using psychometric testing, but
graphology was new to me. I

wanted to find out more about
it and bought two books on
the subiect. These were of
limited help. lf I altempted to
analyse the handwriting of a

person I did not know lhad no
means of knowing how accu-
rate the analysis was. But if lat-
tempted it for a known person,
I could not do it objectively be-
cause I was influenced the ex-
planations given in the books.
I needed to put a distance bet-
ween the books and the actual
analysis, and being a QL user:

wondered whether the pro-

cess could be aulomated. One

of the two books usefully sug-
gested a structured approach
to handwriting analysis, but
many of the tests relied on
subjective judgements based
on years of studying different
handwriting styles. These
would be difficult to transfer to
the factual and concrete de-
mands of a computer program.
My early attempts came to
nothing as other things were
consuming my time. I was in-

volved in a series of legal and
quasi-legal proceedings after I

had blown the whistle on some
scandals in a children's home.
The QL provided relaxation
from the pressures I was under
and my QL work was blossom-
ing in other ways. I wrote a se-
ries of articles on desk top pu-

blishing for QL World and took
the first steps towards starting
Just Words! Handwriting analy-
sis was put on a back burner
and soon forgotten
I can no longer remember what
caused me to return to hand-
writing analysis, bul in the last
ten years Just Words! has
given me much experience of
designing programs from
scratch and perhaps I had more
confidence. Nevertheless I

knew of no simrlar program, not
even for the PC, and I had few
illusions about the difficulty of
the task. I did not have the con-
frdence to describe the proiect
in detail, but dropped hints
through cryptic adverts in the
QL press'

'One of our ideas is so esoteric
thai, as far as we know it has
never been done before. We
don't even know if it's possible,

but we'll have a try."
By committing myself in public, I

was giving myself a spur to
cornplete the job.

I started the project by re-rea-
ding the books and making ex-
tensive notes. This may seem
an obvious way to begin, but
not for me. When I did my pro-

bation officer training about 30
years ago, note taking was
actively discouraged as a sign
of insecurity We were being
trained nol take notes but to
think open-endedly to tackle
the problems we would come
across in our daily work. Such
is my antipathy to note taking
that when I started to research
this article I discovered I had
thrown away most of the notes
I had made.
These early noles helped me
extract lhe essentials out of
two, sometimes rambling,
books. Certain tests were fun-

damental in any scheme of
handwriting analysis. These
included the size and style of
letters, writing pressure, slant
and spacing, Iegibility and basic
letter shapes, Some would be
easy to test objectively others
needed illustrated examples
and yet others were highly
subjective A further compli-
cation is that each handwriting
sample is different. For exam-
ple, the tests to determine writ-
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rng pressure can vary accor-
ding to the thickness of the pa-
per and whether a pen, ball-
point, pencil or lelt tip was
used. And when all the tests
had been completed the re-
sults had to be analysed in a

meaningful way.

Here another life experience
was valuable. About two years
ago I earned part of my money
by translating tractor surveys
for a Market Research compa-
ny. While there I had been
asked to take responsibility for
the Dutch and Flemish ques-
tionnaires for an international
study on eye care. When you
have typed, proofread,
checked the translation of a 39
page survey, then tested it, dis-
cussed it with colleagues from
most European countries bet-
ween the UK, Portugal, ltaly
and Finland and have done
some of the interviewing, you
know that survey inside out.
ln short I knew how to process
complex information using a
lengthy questionnaire. Two fea-
tures are highly important. The
wording of the questions must
contain no ambiguities and
processing of the information is

done by numbers, The latter is
not surprising because com-
puters work with numbers. ln

market research these num-
bers have to be translated into
a complex marketing strategy
Market research surveys are
divided inlo several sections,
the first of which is to gather
factual information to determine
which questions and sections
of the questionnaire are rele-
vant to the person being inter-
viewed. My handwriting ques-
tionnaire would begin in a simi-
lar way by asking questions
about the physical document.
Did it have margins? was it a

copy or an original? Was it writ-
ten by pen, ballpoint etc.
The structure of the rest of the
questionnaire soon became

clear The second section
would be looking at the physi-
cal characteristics of the docu-
ment such as size of margins,
the slope of the writing and the
relative size of the letters.
Another section would have to
look at the shapes of
individual letters such
as "m' or 'y'. Signa-
tures and addresses
on envelopes were
worth a section on
their own.

quality. Easysprite allowed let-
ter shapes to be drawn in much
higher quality. I then tackled the
sub window menus. The num-
ber and size of menu items
would be constantly changing
throughout the questionnaire,

ffi
This still left me with
the problem of some
of the more subjec-
tive parts of handwriting
analysis. Here again I borrowed
from the techniques
of market research,
namely word associa-
tion tests. I decided to
give users a choice of
opposite words to
describe the hand-
writing such as
"LEGIBLT _ NEUTRAL
* ILLEGIBLE' with the
instruction that if they had any
doubts, then the correct
answer would be "NEUTRAL'.

The next problem was how to
program the questionnaire on
the QL Recent Just Words!
programs use the poinler envi-
ronment and have a distinctive
house style, but would this be
possible for my program? At
the very least I would have to
learn new ways ol using
EasyPtr especially application
sub window menus and sprites.
As anyone who has mastered
EasyPtr willtell you, this can be
a bold undertaking that you do
not do lightly. Would it perhaps
be easier to go back to non-
pointer programming?
This problem was easily
solved. Early working versions
of the program would use a

modified QL character set to
display different letter shapes,
but I soon discovered that
these did not give sufficient

Here lused a litlle deception. lf
you look at the illustration you

ffiw
ffi

will see there appears to be
one central window in AUTO-
GRAPH ln fact there are two
windows. On the feft is a nor-
malSuperBasic window and on
the right the EasyPtr submenu
window Both have black back-
grounds so thal they merge
into one another The number
and positions of the items in
the submenu window may ap-
pear to change with each
question, but in practice there
are always seven items of the
same size in the same place.

EasyPtr submenu items are set
by the command,
r{srAT t#chg,liTo} [\]numuer,
statf
Stat% is an array that governs
the status of each menu item,
that is whether it is available,
selected, or unavailable. lf stalTo

-- -7 tt means that the menu
item does not exist, and is
therefore not shown on the
screen.
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Writing the questionnaire was
comparatively simple. The
questions had to be clear and
give simple, unambiguous an-
swers. An important part of
handwriting analysis is the
relative size of three parts of
the letters, the ascenders or
upper strokes of letters like 'b"

and "d"; the body of the letter;
and the descenders or bottom
parts of letters like "g"and 'y". ll
I had asked a question whether
each of these was greater or
smaller than one-thrrd of the
total letter size, you would be
surprised how many people
would give contradictory an-
swers such as all lhree being
greater than one third. ln prac-
tice the program asks only
about the ascenders and de-
scenders and lhen works oul
what the relative sizes are.
One section of the question-
naire, the word associalion
tests, was a rnonumental fai-
lure. ln this section I attempted
to determine the generalshape
of the individual letters by
asking if the writing was
"smooth', "jagged", 'bumpy" or
"snake-like", To check accuracy
I asked about each aspect
twice using dilferent words.
The section was too long and
confusing, with the result that it
was not only of doubtful accu-
racy, but also dominated and
distorted the results of the total
analysis. I moved the general
shape questions to the indivi-
dualletter shape seclion of the
questionnaire and specifically
asked about the shapes of the
letters "m'and'n' where these
things could be seen most
clearly The questions that re-
main in the word association
section are far less subjective.
The biggest problem, which
probably took up over half of
the program development time
and over 90% of the testing
time, had still to be tackled.
How do you turn the answers

to the questions into a perso-
nality profile?

Many parts of handwriting ana-
lysis are concerned with oppo-
sites. A writer whose lelthand
margins are larger than their
righthand margins supposedly
have a tendency to live in the
past, whereas those whose
righthand margins are srnaller
than their lefthand margins are
forward looking My initial ideas
were to build up a profile based
on opposites. Where would the
writer lie on a Forwards-
looking/ Backwards-looking
scale, or an Assertive/ Submis-
sive scale.
I still have some ol my noles
from thrs part of the program.
Lots of scribbled pages to
remind me what different
aspects of the handwriting are
supposed to denote. For
example'

PRESSURE;
Light: Agile mind, Sensitive,
Adaptable
Medium: Balanced, Adaptable
Heavy: Energetic, 0utgoing,
Reliable, Conflicts, lnhibited
Mixed: Emotional, Changeable,
Moody

Scoring was a relatively simple
process. For light pressure, for
example, these would be,
Agile'Agile +1

Sensilive = Sensilive *1

Adaptable = Adaptable *1

These variables are meaning-
less on their own. lt was also
necessary to know how often
a variable could potentially
have been found in a handwri-
ting sample, Thus there were
also lines,

Agile-max = Agile-max'1
Sensilive-max ' Sensilive-max +1

Adaptable-max = Adaptable-max *1

For the final analysis these at-
tributes were converted into a
scale out ol 10, but with a

proviso that to form part of the
analysis an attribute would
have to be found in at least 3
different tests.
[arly working versions of the
program contained masses
and masses of tables, none of
which are included in the final
version. The tables were long.
One started with 'Abrupt', "Ac-

curate', 'Adaptable', and after
some 70 attributes ended with
"Unrealistic", "Unstable" and
"Withdrawn'. The tables ena-
bled me to make judgements
about which attributes could be
safely measured and which oc-
cured too infrequently to be
statislically significant, The final
list, compiled by combining
some attributes and omitting
others, has 37 different perso-
nality traits. By now I realised I

need no longer to restrict my
results to scales of opposites,
but that I could also indicate
which of 37 personality traits
were present in the writet and
whether or not these were
strong.
As I tried to rnake sense of the
tables and translate them into
words, I realised something a
little bit frightening was hap-
pening. I was slowly distancing
myself from the books and
was working on my own inter-
pretations. The attributes were
just words that had to be given
a meaning and I was clarifying
that meaning. Just what is
meant by the word "calm"? All
the people whose handwriling I

had analysed and who scored
high on 'calm' were in my opi-
nion for from having"calm'per-
sonalities. What they had in

common, however was that
they did not readily show their
emotions. Or again, what is as-
sertiveness or submissive-
ness? The office manager who
terrorises his staff may be as
mild as a lamb in the presence
of the Managing Director:
Even after I had decided on the
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final form of the analysis, the
program had to be calibrated to
determine the cut off points
between a strong, a weak or a
non-existent trait. I had to find a

balance between displaying
too few and too many perso-
nality attributes, which I did by
trial and error aller analysing
numerous handwriting sarnples.
Two attributes, intelligence and
adaptability scored highly in

practically ever sample I ana-
lysed and I had to reduce the
sensitivity of these. I still have
my doubts about the sensitivity
of the latter especially as it can
give some inconsistent results
in some samples.
The results of an AUTO-GRAPH
analysis are displayed over two
screens. The first gives the
scales of opposites and the
second the individual characte-

ristics that were found sorted
by their strength. Statistically
there are 65,536 dilferent pos-
sibilities on the first screen and
over 137,439,000,000 on the
second. ln theory at least each
handwriting sample will have a
unique analysis. Whether this is
so in practrce and whether I

have succeeded in the task I

had set myself is for the AUTO-
GRAPH user to iudge.

A short Visit of XMenu -

Part 4
Jdrome Grimberf

Not just a question of style
Due to its history, in C, there is somelhing called
style. There is the K&R style, which was the
original first C, and there is ANSI style, which is
the standard C. The difference between these
two style are rather tiny and unimportant, be-
cause the standard C made a provision for back-
ward compatibility with the K&R style.
Nevertheless, there is one big difference which
might hit your PE prosrsms: the header of defini-
tion of a function.
ln K&R style, you only define the returned type
and the function name, with just some names for
the parameters, but the types of the parameters
are described after

int main(argcrargv)
int argc;
char*x argyi
{

ln ANSI style, the type of the parameters are in
the list of the parameters.

i.nt main(int argc, eharr* argv)
{

So, you would think that's not really such a big
difference.
But in fact, it has a big impact when interfacing
with assembly {which is how we are using the
Pt), because parameters which are not of type
'int' or 'pointer' are stacked differently for the
function call With K&R style, a char or a short will
get allocated a full int {thus wasting some bytes
on the stack), whereas in ANSI style the stack will
be more compact.

lf you tried to make the demo of PE application
with C6B, you might have wondered why some
basic applications work fine, whereas the more
advanced one {such as the one where there is an
application window and clicking on it leave a small
dot where you click) did not worked correctly.
The reason is that the exarnples where rnade in

K&R style, in an ancient time when C6B did not
support ANSI slyle. Wilh the library that was then
with C6B, it worked. But with the latest C6B and
new library, it failed unless you convert to ANSI
style the PE functions used in wrapper
It's not very difficult, but you just have to know
thet r rnlacc \/^r r lrrr anrllacchr ln r{ahr rn iharr rqr vr illJJ .yvu rl .y !r rurvJJry rv uuvvS u tu

sources.
ln fact, not only the definition must be ANSI style,
but also the declaration, especially if you have
them in some header files.
So, lust be aware of this evolution when making
your program, and now back to the plain code.

Adding an application sub-window

I do not know if you like full
listings, but usually more than
two pages of them bore me
and I do not even try to read it.

So, because the source files
are starting to getting longer
each time we add something,
and the interest is limited to the
new thing, I will now only pro-
vide the difference between
two consecutive steps.

Adding an application window is really easy

--- cpeJ-c
r-Ft cpe/r*c
@e -tL,L3 +Ll,t3 @@

char *connamel] = ttcon-2x1a0x0tr;

/x mask startup problems, for o1d one x/
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char x*endmsg = NULL;

/x and stop when I say x/

-char -PR0G*J,IAME[] = "PE in C tutorial 3"i
+char --PR0G-NAME[] = "PE in C tutorial /+";
statie QD-TEXII ( quit, "QUI?n ) ;

-static QD-TEXTI(title,rrPE in C test 3il)i
+static QD*TEXTI(title,"PE in C test /r");

static long ACTION-QUIT(struct lJl1-wwork
xwwkr struct !lH-1itm x1i) ;

struct l.lU-action action-quit = [ JSR,
wn-act1i, ACTION-QUIT] ;

static long ACTI0N-I{0VE( struct l,J}l-wwork
xwwkrstruct W-litn xli);

struct l{!,I*actlon actlon-rnove = { JSR,
wn-actli, ACTI0N-M0VE] ;

Just changing the application name and the title
of the window.

eg -8,L0 t83,12 @A

{
struet l,lu_wwork x result;
struct l{l{-litn xloose-1ist;
struct Lll{-lnfw xinfw-1ist;
struct l,lM-info xinfo-1ist;

+ struct l.lM-appw xalr;
+ struct lJil-app1 xa1;

info-llst=(struct Wl{-info x)
mal1oc ( slzeof ( struct l&t--info) xe) ;

info-1ist [0] . xs ize=14x6;
info-list [0] . ysize=10;
info-1ist [0J . xorg=6;

We will need two more pointers when setting up
the window definition. aw v.lill be the application
window itsell while al will be a list ol pointers (con-

taining in our case only one pointer: aw l)

@@ -160,10 +t6232 48,
loose-list [J] . pact=&aetion-sleep ;
loose-1lst [ 3J . iten=3;

loose-1ist[4].xsize=*1i /x end of list x/

+ aw = (struct ll[-appw x)
mal1oc ( sizeof ( struct l,tM*appw) ) ;

+ aw-)xsize=2Oxr;
+ aw-)ysise=180;
+ aw-)xorg=lO;
+ aw-ryorg=4O;
+ aw-)flag=1;
+ aw->borv=4;
+ aw-)borc=255i
+ aW-)PaPr=/+;
+ aw-)pspr=NULL;
+ aw-)draw=NULL;
+ aw->hit=NIJLLi
+ aw-rctrl=NULL;
+ aW-)nXSC=O;
+ aw-)nysc=0;
+ aw-)skey=6-143'
+ aw-)pstat=NULL;
+

s1 = (struct ll{-app1 x)
malloe(2*sizeof(struct ${--appw x) ) ;

a1[0].pappw= aw;

+ a1[1].pappw=Nltll;
+

result = (struct ltt{*uvork *)
nalloc ( sizeof( struet l&{-wwork) ) ;

SetUindowColour( result, DefaultColourSet ( ) ) ;
result->wstat=N{Itl; /x fil1ed later x,/
result->chid =0;
result-> ppree=NIILL;

Getting and fillng the structure of aW and making
the al list (which must be NULL terminated)

gA -173,I! +t97,tL @@,

result-r spar3=0i
result-r pu11d=0;

result-> splst=NIILL;
result-) xsize=20x6i

- result->ysize=jl;
+ result-rysize=30+200i

result-rxorg=Za; /x inlti.al position of
mouse x/

result-ryorg=8;

result-r flag=1;
result-> borw=1;

Just updating the size of the main (primary) win-
dow to have enough space for the application
sub-window.

ge -L97,12 +221,,L2 @@

result-> pinfo= infw_listi

resuLt-r nlitm=1;
result-> plitn= loose_list ;

- resuLt-rnappl=0;
- result->pappl=NULL;
+ result->napp1=1;
+ result-)pappl=al;

return result;
]

And of course, we need to make aware the
primary window of this application sub*window.
So we change the actual number of application
window and give the pointer to the list.

A menu sub-window instead

oulr a, qb ffi&

ffiHru@@HM
HTilGT@HrcX
;ilH@HE[
EI@HGI
@EGXEH
Gil

We will continue here next issue!
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P-Word Review
by Dilwyn Jones

P-Word is the understated name for this
potentially very useful large list of words frorn Paul

Merdinian and RWAP Software.
Basically it's a list of half a million English words.
Yes, I said half a million words.
It can be supplied on CD-ROM, in which case you
get both a QTYP spelling checker diclionary and
a plain text word list if you wish to use it for other
applications Alternatively the QTYP dictionary
version can be supplied compressed on HD flop-
py disk, although when expanded the dictionary
will only be usable on ED disks or hard disks
I ran it through my Wordscheck program to count
the actual number of words and to my cost that
revealed a number of flaws in Wordscheck which
i duly recompiled and now seems to cope with
this massive filel
Paul Merdinian sent me the plain text version split
inlo 6 files spread over as many floppy disks (HD

disks at that). Here's a list showing the number of
words in each file and the file sizes to show you
just what hard work has obviously gone into this
iist:

FILE WORDS 
- 

SIZE -moreac 118,797 1,249,522
moredj 127,g76 1,350,243 1?3 ffili6firmerse 

text files listed in data statements

moreko 87,825 921,380 uo crs : crS #o
morepr 81,480 901,912 130 INPUT #0,'Filename to save merged files > ';op$
morest 92,841 976,876 1/t0 AT #0,A,0 : PRINT #0,'I'Iords:t;0

moreuz 56,oee be6,221 il3 fiifl#r{?'"nn
170FORa=lT0nunber

I ran a fairly simple SBASIC file merge 180 READ f$ : PRrNr r$

pto_e:1ry 
1o ioin inesJinto a irngte tTe 133 |ifiil #iii$,, {#4)-L

of 564,418 words - it ended up as a file 2Lo REMark files to be merged MUST end vith LF

of 5,996,153 bytes.lfoolishly did this on 220 rF 00DE(TNIGY$(#/-)) ,' 10 fl{EN BPUT #4,10

a computer in the office at work. While 230 BGEr #4\0

the ploless workeo, it tied up that 2i3 
*i;iriill) 

: EXrr roop
computer for several hours. And of ,Ao ir,rpui i+,ig
course I then had to figure out how to 270 rF tg (, , , tIEN
transport that file from the computer at 280 no = no+1

work to my home machines as it would 29o REliark show linecount every 100 lines

not be a good idea to email a file of triS if,rffi #i?-i00 
= 0 rI{EN Ar #0'0'6 : PRrNr #O'no

that size, and the only removable 3zo END rF
media available were floppy disks. Ho ;:o END REPeat loop

hum, eventually managed i6 compress 34o cL0sE #4

the file to fit i Hn {fk_us.rng lip ano IZB 3l3r[%"
compressed as a QTYP file. ln other lzo tr #0,0-,6 : pRrNr #o,no
words, I found out the hard way what 380 REMark number of files to merge?

work Paul and Rich Mellor have put into 3e0 DAIA 6

this project '- 
'|- 
-' -- 

il3 fiffi"- 
rilenames or the ri.les to be merged

As I had been supplied with the plain text file
version, I decided I'd go through the process of
importing the word list into QTYP to see what it
involved. I found I had to use the Qtyp Dictionary
Editor program Gtyp-ded) and select a template
dictionary - this gives the basic format informa-
tion such as language dependencies for best
compression and so on.
Once you have started the QTYP-DED program,
create a dictionary based on the existing one {in
this case an English language dictionary). This will
be empty when created Then, F3 for CMD

{commands} menu, click on Load Secondary Word
List, a plain text file can be loaded here. This takes
quite a while to loadl Once it has eventually
loaded, go back to the F3 CMD menu and click
on Merge lnto Dictionary. Then click on Save
Dictionary lb Fib and give it a filename. lndicate if
you want to compress the dictionary or not
before saving. Compressing and Saving may take
quite a while for a file of this size. Finallyr quit from
QTYP-DED and in theory at ieast you now have a
usable half million word QTYP spell check dictio-
nary Using QTYP-DED on QPC2 on a fairly fast
office PC running Windoze 2000 ii took me about
2 hours to end up with that QTYP dictionary files.

Rich Mellor says he does not now if it is possible
to use this word list with the Perfection spell
checker but suspects it may not be able to han-
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dle a file of this size. I considered trying Spell-
bound but decided that the effort versus the num-
ber of people still using Spellbound may not be
worthwhile.
The P-Word plain text list can also be imported
into a dictionary file for the
Just Words Solvit Plus
program. Solvit copes admi-
rably with the size of the
word [st, although importing
and creating the dictionary
took quite a while. For solv-
ing word puzzles elc it
proved to be a great move,
as the program coped well
with searching such a large
wordlist and was a bit faster
than I'd expected with its
searches. This was one
situation where P-Word came into its own lt in-

cludes names and some very unusual and un-

common words, very useful for those cryptic
word puzzles you get in some papers, books and
magazines. The dictionary
may also come in useful for
the soon-to-be-released
Q-Word game fronn RWAP

Software.
Where P-Word proved to
have a weakness, though,
was in lerms of its usefulness
as a spelling checker Most
spell checkers have vocabu-
laries of about 20,000 to
70,000 words, the more com-
monly used elements of a

language. A list of half a mil-

lion words makes it highly
likely that a misspelt word will in fact be flagged
as a correct spelling since there is a high chance
that the incorrect spelling will
be a name or other obscure
word with a slightly different
spelling. A typo may well ac-
tually make another correct
word {a simple example might
be that you intended to type
the word "though" but actually
typed 'through' which is the
wrong word, but a correct
spelling).
The QTYP dictionary I created
with the 564,418 words
amounted to the following file
sizes, though this may vary a

as it depends to some exlent on the template
dictionary and compression used.

qtyp_dictionary_moreaz = 1,771,582 bytes
qtyp_dictionary_moreaz-compr : 1, 086, 6 1 6 bytes

i ln order to get

i these from the
office computer to
the home compu-
ter I zipped them
onlo floppy disk,
even zipped they
came to 689,274
and 674,623 bytes
respectively
The clear implica-
tion here is thal
P-Word is not for

older QL syslems with only, say 12BK or 640K
memory RWAP Software say that a 4MB Super
Gold Card is a minimum requirement. I'd agree
with that, and not just because of the memory

requirement. The

i QL's speed is a

factor too when

i handling a dietio-
nary of this size,
Another limitation
came to mind
when I started ma-
nipulating this
word list. Very few
of the QL text file

i viewers, including

i my own Viewer
and MiniView
packages could

cope with a massive text file of this nature
P-Word has a linefeed between each word in the

plain text version,
so as far as an

i editor or viewer is
:i concerned, it's a

i text file with half a
million or more
lines. Some f ile

handling pro-
grams could cope
with P-Word
when viewed via

i their File View
i menus - QPAC2
t Files menu and

-J Q-Trans view me-
little from the version supplied by RWAP Software nus could cope, though editors and viewers like

II{Sfi.ETISF Fffi LSIIE 1!ITO S{LUIT

Yfli rGg] lpc ffi B{g ffi ffi.
IP FEtrECTIS{ IE,I4 T$ IfiRE

Tt# PEmftRS, S [ffitt- PffiEfiISt
il}T FIJT ]}E HNI}S SIIE BY SIE,
FII{ISIEU Prgss F3 ilfi i{no Rtr
Sff,E IT ffsfi FITT F3 I, I HMED IT

Ifr.ff SffiTIrE. TrfN l]?mr Imt}
T PLIJsz IR Sfi-UIT TLUS3,

TI€ FILES ffi CiLtE} ffNEM T(1 ffNBJZ.
I t$PE t?t FIt$ fiI$ lfr€Flr-.

ipard{r
ipho{hns
(pfise.rt (dae

iphodontitus
iptuqrio
i@$id5
iphoid
iphoirhl
iplnidot:
ifrroidim
iptEidiffii
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based on the file viewer in Q*Trans. which should ten, RWAP Software have contacted us to say

QD, S-Edit, MiniView QED and a few others all fell

over either while loading the fib or shortly after
loading (e g 0D seemed to
manage to load the file but
as soon as you started
scrolling through it froze).
Perfection should be able to
cope judging by the instruc-
tions file supplied - see be-
low With this in mind,

P-Word inspired me to start
writing a new pointer driven
file viewer called PtrView

be capable of scrolling
through extremely large
text files when complete.
More news in the news
pages when the program
is nearing completion.
The disks came with a
short text file explaining
how to use Perfection
and Stripsort to merge
the text files into one
long file and save as a

single tile. As I am not a
Perfection user I have to ,

take this at face value!
The main value of this
package is the content
itsell which seemed to
be very good. lt is ob-
viously a very specialist
package which will have
limited appeal, but where
it is needed it should
prove extremely useful.
Certainly, I have made
plenty of use of it via
Solvit Plus for word puz-

zles and so on, but have '

nol managed to find it

spell-checks as it is simply too large to be practi-

cal as a general purpose spelling check system. I

think I have learned quite a

lew new English words while
browsing through this
package!
P-Word is available from
RWAP Software as a QTYP
dictionary file on HD floppy
disk for [10 or on CD-R
including the plain texl file
wordlist for t15.
Since this review was writ-

,; that the aclual release
; version will have

'i renamed fites and witt

'l be slighlly smaller
; due to the fact that a
: few small eorections
I have been made in

i the release version
'1 compared to the
i version used for the
': review. For example,

I the compressed QTyp

1 drctionary is now
i slightly shorter at

:r, 7,067,a39 bytes. The
i CD-ROM version will

now include the Solvil
Plus yersion of the
dictionary and pos-
sibly a free copy of
Solvil Plus {it is now
freeward. RWAP
Soflware will look at
the possibilities of
converting lhe dictio-
nary to other spell-
checker formats if
there is demand and

all that useful for information on the dictionary format is available.

iii!iif.iin rirl-ir,,. lr;a{- i i
ir : lila t, :.rl'ill;llili ,-.:.x: :t't - ::i.f;l ::iii:l:l ;'.rni
irill'iinri nrrit ilL:.1 :li;r: ri:,rt.

:-ail*intr ;lni iell'-: : r,rr,:l:; 1Li1 lri"

i!'iier i; iig

The Outlook is Blaq also availa-

ble in white!
Roy Wood

My thoughls about black PC

cases in the last Byts of Wood
got me interested in building
something to take to shows
and, when we were olfered
black keyboard, mouse and

speaker sets al a reasonable
price I found the temptation
hard to resist. The trouble was
- what should I put into it? The
case itself is very small and
the power supply is, therefore

non standard. ATX power sup-
plies need adaptation before
they can be used with an Au-
rora or Qxx system and, since
the backplate of most modern
boxes is set up for the ATX

format l/O ports, I would need
to do a bit of metal work if I

was to be able to use either of
these systems. None of these
things are insurmountable but I

had not allowed myself a lot of
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lime to do the con-
struction. I wanted il
to be ready to show
at the London QL
workshop. This was
on Sunday and rt

was already Friday I

decided, therefore, to
build a PC and use

QPC2
You may think that I

should not be writing about
this in a QL magazine but the
ultimate aim was to use this lor
QL purposes. Some of you
may have similar requirements
so here is the'how'.
Friday night arrived and I

had all of the bits laid out
on the kitchen table
More problems. My wife ,

was out for the evening
- she teaches drama
and she took the whole
of the group to see a
play Not too bad though,
I thought Put the kids to bed
and I can have it done. My two
year old had other ideas so I

did not set screwdriver to
screw until well after eleven.
The whole process was so
simple though that I had it
up and running by 12.30

and I was installing the O/S.

It Might Seem Out
of Place But.....
No one can deny that com-
puters have come a long way
from the early days of Sinclair
and only a fool would try to
convince you that the QL, in
any of ils current forms, can
stand up to the abililies of the
mainstream computers of to-
day That said it can still be a
lol more fun to play with and, in
many cases, it is a lot more
stable. This may be, of course,
because the processes that
go on in the QL's O/S are a lot
less complex lhan that of the
modern PC and there are
fewer people trying to crow-

bar extra drivers and system
files into it while it is running
This is, therefore, essentially a

QL project. I am going to tell
you how to build an all black
PC in a tiny case which can

run Windows, QPC2 and
LINUX. The best part of it is it
does not break the bank.
Everything that most people
want to do with a computer

Building a modern PC is no-
where near as difficult as il
used to be. ln order to put this
one together I used the Eagle
Tech M7B7CL+ Rev. 3.0A

Motherboard. This unit has
most of the things you
mipht need either on""b"'
board or in the box. lt has
a VIA C3 Samuel 2 lGiga
Pro 667MHz CPU with a
133MHz FSB, 12Bk Ll and
64kL2 Cache. The CPU is
MMX and 3DNow! compli-

ent end h:c e E?Oflrnm Rellut tt ur tu I tqJ q JLVvt |!/t I I uul

Bearing Fan. The board uses
the SiS 630E Chipset and has
3 PCI and 1 AMR slots. lt will
accept 2 PC133 DIMMs adding
up to 512 Mb of memory. lt also

has 128-bit 2Dl3D VGA gra-
phics and built in USB and
Ethernet connections. All of
this is right there on the
board itself and the only
thing you need to slot onto
it is the supplied 56K mo-
dem. Having slotted the

RAM onto the board - I chose
to use 256 Mb - you are ready
to screw it into the case, The
main concern here is to make
sure that the posts 0n lhe
case line up with the board. Try

to get one post for every hole
on the board itself and count
the holes and the posts. lf
there are more posts then
holes or if some of the holes
do not line up with the posts
then remove any redundant
ones. This is because they
could short the board to earth

It is Not So Hard

can be done by this machine
on one of the O/Ss mentioned
above and it will leave you
with enough money in your
pocket to buy a flal screen,
printer scanner or any other
peripheral that you may fancy.
It may seem a bit sacriligious
to some of you but to me it
seems to be a very logicalele-
gant space saving solution. lf I

compare this with the behe-
moth of my futltower cased P4
system it looks very small but
it performs very well.

So Lets begin.

-QL
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and cause maior damage. lt

may seem a rudimentary or
srmple thing to say but people
have come back to me at

work having put in one loo
many posts and de-
stroyed the board,
processorl or ram -
or all of it!
With the board in

place most of the
work is done. The
tray which will hold
the the CD ROM
and floppy drives
hinges forward and
the hard drive slots
into a special bay
underneath. The
tloppy drive rnust
be screwed in first
because the CD
ROM will obscure
some of the fixing holes. Once
that is done You can fit the CD

ROM by using screws under-
neath the drrve tray. Connect
the cables between the drives
and the motherboard and
power supply and plug the
large ATX power connector
onlo the board and you are
very close to finishing the task.
One major problem with these
'Flex ATX' style cases is the
way that the PCI slots appear
on the back. The case is only
half the height of a normal
desktop case which means
that anything you put into the
PCI slot has to
be a half height
or low profile

card. Many mo-
dern cards are
like this now, gi-
ven the amounl
of features that
they cram into
the chips, bul the card also has
to have a half height backplate
as well. The modem provided
with the board is the right
height for the case but plate is

not so I had to take a hacksaw
to the metal part and then

bend it to fit. This way not
really that dilficult although you
do have lo be careful not to
damage the circuit board. The
board has been pop rivetted

i

and not screwed onto the
back plate so there was no
safe way to remove it. The
operation proved quite
successful and the modem
worked fine after surgery
The last thing to do before
power up is to add the front
panel connections. This is

where the very sparse'manual'
falls down with a vengeance.
Although they number the pins
and tell you what they are
there are no diagrams and no
numbers on the board. lhad to
use a bit of guesswork to get
the 'power on', reset, Power

LED and HDD LtD cables con-
nected. However with all that in
place, it is time to switch on

Optional Extras
The case comes with a small

.#:
. ,!'ri'**ii&' .a,,!r.,*q..-.* Ports and audio in and' out. AOpen sell a little

:,Lj:e 's- . --Lr-.- r, - - ,.t r,

pop out space at the front.
Removing this (it was so 'QL'

popping out a lltlle black pa-
nell) reveals space for a front
mounled bracket with two USB

daughler board' to go"'"',::'1:?,:-.,:.i.il uaugrllel 00aro I0 gO, ,,-iV into this slot and, lo my

.. Turn on the switch and
nothingl 0K go

her-lz :nrl r-honlz Allvuvr\ ut tv vt tuut\. / \[

' connecled 0K, what can
this be? Afler a bit of rum-
maging around I discovered lhat
the 'clear Bl0S' jumper was sel
A few years ago most boards
were supplied like this but the
trend died out. Let me explain.
There is usually a lumper
somewhere near the Bl0S
ballery. lf you set this to '0N' it
will clear the Bl0S settings and
make the board inoperable This
is a, kind of, last resort if you

mess the Bl0S up so badly the
board will not fire up.

OK now it is set correctly the
board fires up and sees all of
the drives. lnstalling the opera-
ting system is simple these
days. I chose to use Windoze
XP for this machine because it
is easy to use and {relatively}
cheap if you don't buy it in a
box {i.e. buy the OEM version).
All you need to do is to put the
CD ROM in the drive and re-
boot. The CD will ask a few
questions, ask for the Key
Code and the install with no
further ado. Twenty minutes la-

ter and the system is up and
running.
One of the big problems with
Windoze {and ldid say'one') is
that il is never quite right At

' 'lr'* complele amazement,
il,11,. r,,,i; the two cables that

,,.-.'1 . r,;.:,: Come from it jusl plug
. : . ,,.,,,,,,i',,,rl olto the motherboard.

,..,.'.,'.'.,,,,,,,',,,,n,n,n,'l', This gives you the ad-' 'r,,,i,i,:,i]:lr,:,' ded convenience of
.. .,..;-Jj;i front USB connectivity.

,t,, lgnition
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such a mountain
of code. I am'
lucky here be-
cause I have .,,,.

ADSL so as ,,*
soon as it is up
and running I log ;rl
onto the web- lE
site and do the 1'.:

any grven time there are al-

ways updates lo do. ln a way
you can forgive them because
it is a major task to maintain

aboul on a QDOSiSMSQ sys-
tem. There may be a few of
you out there who have appli-
cations which need fast ac-

cess and run times but, even
then, what this system lacks in

MHz muscle it more than
makes up for with its AIq 100
drive access which far faster
than any system we have
available. For many of the peo-
ple I have spoken to the key
factors are space {not having
too many systems and moni-
tors) reliability and flexibility and
this system has all of that in

spades.

Final Comments
This is not a high performance,
all singing, all dancing PC by
any stretch of the imagination
but it does do the main job in

hand which is to run QPC2. lt
also comes with a copy of the
free Office suite which will
allow you to view and edit
Microsoft files create by their

overblown and overpriced 0f-
fice suite. Having a 56k Mo-
dem and and 10/100 LAN on
board made il ideal for inlernet.

Network access
and USB pro-
vides connectivi-
ty to modern
scanners and ca-
meras.
Whalever way
you look at it you
are not going to'have USB or
Firewire on a QL
or Q40/60 and
even the ether-
net connection is,

as far as I know, not available
to the QL side of the nnachine.
You can use LINUX to get at
lhe Ethernet but even that is
not going to find you an ISA
USB card.
You can use LINUX on this
board as lhe main O/S and
avoid Microsoft altogether but,
with a decent sized hard drive,
you can installL|NUX as well as
Windows and have all three
alongside each other
I did not intend to write this ar-
ticle as an adverl for this
system, merely to tell you all

how easy and cheap it is these
days. ldid, however get a lot of
interest at the London Show
so I am going to be offering
these machines to my custo-
mers. lreally think, though, that
you can, and should, build it
yourself. We did start off as
tinkerers didn't we?

updates. Now
for a real OlSl

QPC2 is go!
QPC2 installation
is a real doddlel You can just

s{iek the disk in the drive and
run the 'install.exe' tile. A short
while later you have QPC2
running. ln my case, however I

decided to connect the
machine to the network and
do it that way. I logged onto
my main machine and copied
all of the files across, including
lhe QXL.WIN file on drive C'.

Having done this, a matter of a
few minutes on a 10/100
network, I can creale a

shortcut to the QPC2.exe file
and fire up QPC2. I then have
an identical setup on my new
machine.
On a 667 MHz machine QPC2
runs pretty sharpish. I am not
going to tied up in compari-
sons and benchmarks here
because I really do not think
that speed is what it is all

"Out of Range" or
PE Windows Tamed
George Gwilt

A wave of despair threatens to drown me
when once again I read the message "out

of range" as the PE program I am testing
krlls itself The trauble appears lo be some-
thing to do with the "window definition". But
what? The message "ouf of range" is singu-

Iarly unhelpful. lf the message also con-
tained a note of which part of the labyrin-
thine window definilion was causin g the pro-
blem my despair would be considerably
eased As it is I alter the width of the
thirteenth sub-window by 2 pixels and try
again. A week later, atter many such at-
lempts the message is still appearing. "Out
of range."

Well, perhaps that was a slight exaggeration, but
nevertheless it gives a flavour of the problems
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that arise if a PE window detinition is in some way
faulty Now since luse a new melhod of defining
windows, these problems have disappeared,

Window Definition
The data needed for a full description of a PE

window is organised in sections linked togelher
At the top there is the section for the main win-
dow itself with sizes and colours and also poin-
ters to three other sections:

* loose items
* informalion sub-windows, and
* application sub-windows.

The sub-windows themselves can have pointers
to lists of their objects.
ln whatever language a window definition is pro-

duced, it always boils down to a long list of num-
bers, such as the size of something, and pointers
connecting the sections together ll will be no sur-
prise then that in assembler code you might have,

stzE 14*6,10
where SIZE is a macro.

ln C, the same information might appear as (see

Jerome Grimbert's article in QL Today Vol6lssue
r ^^^^ t/\J pdgu 1r+,:

info-listf0l.xsize = 14*6
info-list[0]ysize = 10

The corresponding lines for the S*BASIC
extensions QPTR might be,

sizeTo{0,0) = 14*6
size%{O,l) = 19

ll all the information for the window definition is

valid, there is a chance that the PE program will
run. Otherwise trouble will occur When designing
a window for use in non-PE programs I have often
used squared paper to set out the text included
in it. By numbering the rows and columns on the
sheet of paper il is easy to code the ATs needed
to print the information in the right place, and to
see whal size of window is needed for all the
information.
Objects in PE windows have to be placed with
pixel precision. ln other words you have to think
of using CURSOR and nol AT for positioning. This
added complexity increases the chance that a
window definition will not be correct first go.

There are other pitfalls too. PE does not take
kindly to odd x-values. Also you have to remem-
ber the distinction between the size of a sub-win-
dow including its borders and excluding its
borders and correctly set the sizes in the window
definition.

SETF
To make life easrer I now use the program SETF
from TurboPTR to set my PE windows This pro-
gram allows you to see all the loose items, sub-
windows and their objecls being sized and
placed. Once the operation is complete, the
window itself is displayed as it will be in a Pt
program and the total window definition, complete
with the text and sprites needed, is coded as
numeric DATA lines for an S*BASIC program in a
file called raml-.name,-WDA.

A more detailed account of SETF's procedures is
given in the Appendix.

While SETF operates it does not allow loose
items to overlap, does not allow sub-windows to
be too small to hold the largest of its objects and
it even forces enough space for a scroll bar in
application windows lt automatically arranges for
arrows and a scroll bar if the number of items in

an application's menu is larger than can be ac-
commodated in the application window size
chosen by lhe user lt also automatically takes
note of borders and sets all the appropriate sizes
and origins.
The -WDA file produced by SETF is the coded
form of three things,

* The text items needed
x The sprites needed
* Numerical information about the window

It is the last of these which is the equivalent of the
information set manually for the assembler C and
QPTR versions mentioned above, Examination of
this would show the details of the window and
can allow alteration of the window definition.
lndeed there is an S*BASIC function provided
with TurboPTR, F-Loader which will expand a

-WDA file into a set of files some of which contain
the numerical information referred to above.
These files may be altered and re-combined to
form a new -WDA file. However the numerical
information is just a list of numbers with no
supporting explanation, making it awkward to in-

terpret. Future releases of TurboPTR might con-
tain a more friendly version of this facility if there
were sufficient demand.

\flintoC
There is another use to be made of the -WDA
file. The program WintoC, which stands for'Win-
dow to C", will convert a -WDA file into the equi-
valent C instructions, For exarnple a portion of
output produced by WintoC is,

48,
10,

/* xsize
7x ysize

QLloday
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As well as providing an easy means to define
windows for C programs {the primary intention)
WintoC effectively decodes a -WDA file for easy
examination.

Turbo
Both SETF and WintoC are written in S*BASIC
and compiled by Turbo. This means that they
require Turbo TK code extras. ln addition SETF re-
quires TurboPTR extras. Howeve[ the new ver-
sion of Turbo allows such extras to be included in

a compiled program Furthermore, the next issue
of Turbo TK Code should include a run time ver-
sion designed for inclusion. Thus, if there is a de-
mand for it, versions of SETF and WintoC with all

necessary extras included could be released.

Caveat
The window definition produced by SETF as de-
scribed above is a standard window definition as
rt appears in the official QPTR manual. This "win-

dow definition" is intended to be transferred to a
"working definition"by the use of PE's WM.SETUP
rouline. This is certainly unlike both Tony Tebby's
method described in lhe C6B documentation and
in Jerome Grimbert's method already alluded to
here. This means that the output from WintoC
could not immediately be used in these systems,
though it should nevertheless prove useful.
I hope to explain more about this in a future
article.

Footnote
The programs SETF and WintoC are available
from the SQLUG website at

wunr.jmsl.supanet.com

SETF belongs to TurboPTR and WintoC to CPTR

Appendix

SETF's Operations
The operations of SETF are divided into five
sections.
1. Name
2. Text and sprites
3. Numbers ol windows and objects
4. Attributes of windows
5 Sizing and placing

1. SETF starts by asking for the name to be used
for the -WDA file.

2, SETF asks for all the items of text and all the
sprites, blobs and palterns which will be used.

3 sETF .rk, ;;il;;#';.f att sub-windows
and the numbers of objects each will contain.

4. SETF now asks lor all the attributes except
size and position for all the windows. This
includes such things as border size and colour:
sprite to use as pointer and actual objects to be
used.

When doing this SETF displays the possible
items, text, sprites, blobs or patterns so that an
easy choice can be made. Also, when colours
have to be set the available ones are displayed.

5. When all the above information has been given
SETF sets about finding the size and position of
all windows and oblects.
First, an outline of the main window is shown. This
is of the largest size possible on the screen,
given the previous choice of shadow and border
The outline can be set to the desired size by
using the arrow keys. The actualnumerical size is
given in a small window at the bottom right of the
screen, so that a window size can be set either
by eye ot with more precision, numerically.
Second, the initial position of the pointer within
the window when it is first set up must be chosen.
Again, this is done by moving a small dot to the
required place. Once again the position is given in
the small window at the bottom right.

Third, the loose items are presented in ordet
appearing first at the top right of the window
Each has an outline, the"hit size". This size can be
altered as can the position of the item. When any
item is presented, the previous items' positions
are also shown.
Fourth, the information windows are shown. For
each in turn an outline is given, which can be
resized and positioned just as for the loose items
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When a window's size and position is accepted,
its obiects are presented in turn for placement.

When one window is complele, the next is pre-

sented.

Fifth, the application windows are presented in
the same way as for the information windows,
except that this time none of their objects are
presented for placing This is because menu
items are arranged in a grid of size pre-deter-
mined by the number and maximum size of the
objects.

And this is the final window as designed by SETF

George can be contacted via e-mail:
geo. gwilt@argonet.co. u k

QLTdis - part 8
Norman Dunbar

Well, here's a surprise, since part 7 was pu-

blished in the last issue of QL Toady, I've had no
emails to say that errors were found - this could
be the first time that has happened. let's hope I

can keep it up

Code corrections
This simple piece of code

Unfortunately this does not mean I got off scott
free - |ve had to write a small bug-fix routine to
correct some problems I've been having with a

small number of instructions, the following gives
details of changes that should be made.

*
t(

Type 19 - ADDQ and SUBQ.

dtype-19 bsr size*decode ; Decode the size and add a space

becomes the slightly more complicated code that follows'

x Type 19 - ADDQ and SUBQ. There is a problen bere, if we decode an Scc
x instruction we eome here instead of type 26. Test bits 6&7 for r11t
* snd 1f found, skip to type 26 rather than here !

dtype-19 andi.b #$e0,d0
cnpi.b #gc0,d0
bne.s t19_not_t26

; Keep only bits 6 & 7 or the 1ov byte
; If both bits set, this should be a type 26 ?

I Werre ok - skip over type 26 stuff

tL9-tWe26 1ea t*s,a3 ; This is the correct lnstruction text
bsr fix--up-bug ; Sort out the buffer
move.$ d7rd0 ; Reset the op-code
bra dtypeJ6 ; And do a type 26 Scc instruction

t19-not-t26 move.w d7,d0 ; Reset the op-code again and do type 19
bsr size_ilecode ; Decode the size and add a space

And another one with the same problem, When testing type 26, in particular the CMPA.L Ax,Ay
instruction, the output was actually CMPM (Ax)+,(Ay)+ which is not quite right. Again, this is caused by
bits 6 & 7 being set to'11'for CMPA,L so once again, some changes are required, this time to the type
13 code at dtype-l3.

Again, a very simple piece of code needs changing:
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*
tt

TYPE 13 - The CMPM instruction.

dtype-13 bsr

to the following'

size-clecode ; Add the size speci-fier and a spaee

x TYPE 13 - The CMPM instruction. Here lre have problems as this routine eatches
x CMPA.L Ax,Ay and decodes it as CMPI'{ (Ax)+, (ly)+. We ean test to
l( fix this by etrecking bits 6 & 7 and if both are set, we are ln the
* lrong place !

dtype-13 andi.b #$c0,d0 ; Keep only blts 6 & 7 ot the low byte
cmpi.b #$c0,d0 ; If both bits set, this should be a type 25
bne.s t!3_stot-t25 I lletre ok - skip over type 25 stuff

tt3-tWe25 lea t-cnpn,al ; This is tbe correct instruction text
bsr fix-up-bug ; Sort out the buffer
rnove"w d7rd0 ; Reset the op-eode
bra dtype 25 ; And do a type 25 CWA.L instruction

tL3-ttot-t25 rnove.w d7rd0 ; Reset the op-code agaln and do type 19
bsr size-decode ; Add the size specifier and a space

And again, the following code has changed to that shown further below. Just when I thought the last
^^i-nAn ..,-- nl, l {;^'{ ^ {-"1+ -ll h.. *,,^^l{lgPrJvuE vvoJ rJn, rilr ru o rouil. dil uy llry)glll

x TYPE 24 the ADDs and SUBs

dtype2l bsr size-d0 ; Get the size into D0 or 6 for ADDA/SIEA

The code above should be changed to the following'

x TYPI'-24 the ADDs and SlIBs. We need to trap ADDX and SIDX here as well and, if
x found, reclirect to type 3O below. This can be done by checking for the
tt value 1 00 in bits 8, 5 and /+ of the op-eode as this is specific to
x the ADDX/SUBX famiLy and cannot occur in ADD/SUB 1ega11y.

dtypeJ/r andi.w
cmpi.w
bne. s

t21-tWe-30 nove.w
nove.w
andi.w
cnpi.w
bne. s

tZ4-subx 1ea
bra. s

t2lr-addx lea

t2lr-both bsr. s
bra. s

t24--not*t30 move.w
bsr

#$0130, d0
#$0100, d0
t2t+-stot-t30

d7, d0
d0, d4
#$f000, d4
#$9000, d/*
t24-addx

t*subx, a3
t24*both

t-addxra3

flx-up-bug
dtype-30

d7,d0
size-d0

; Mask out bits 8, 5 and 4
; ADDX oT SIJBX ?

; No, skip over type 30 stuff

; Retrieve the op-code again
; lJorking register
; Keep top 4 bits only
; SUBX ?

; No, skip

; SUBX text
; Skip over ADDX stuff

; ADDX text

; Sort out the buffer
; Do it properly now

; Restore the op-code
; Get the size into D0 or 6 for ADDA/SIIBA

Please note also that there is a slight bug in

GWASL the free assemble[ since versions 1.2

onwards. I've only just found out but the MOVEP
instruction is not being correctly assembled as
bits 7 and B of the op-code are always zero. This
has been reported to George and l'm sure he will
get a fixed version out as soon as he can.

I did spend some time tracking this down as I

thought I'd made yet another error in my code -
but after about two solid hours of looking and
pondering, I was no wiser - until I took a closer
look at the binary code rather than the text -
then it all became clear George's assembler is
getting a good thrashing in this series :o)
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Having said that, I have never actually used the
MOVEP instruction in all my years of coding
68000 assembly language so this bug is unlikely
to affect anyone following this series. ln fact, the
only time I had ever heard of it being used is in
the SMSQ/E source code - and it is currently
being removed from the Q60 versron of the
source anyway

On with the code
Now that we have the obligitory corrections out
of the way the remainder of this inslalment

continues wilh the type 26 instructions. Conside-
ring the troubles I had with this instruction, there
isn't really much to it

First of all, mask out the condition code in bits B

to 11, then shift it down to bits 0 to 3 and call the
sub-rouline which puts the appropriate condition
code into the buffer After adding a space to the
buffer we reload the op-code (seeing as how we
trashed D0) and extract the effective address.
Simple * once you get to the correct part of the
code that isl

x TYPE 26 - the Scc instructions

dtype-26 andi.w $0f00,d0
1sr.w #8,d0
bsr conclcode
bsr space
nove.w d?rd0
Ldn ^44 -ll-uDr gI t_duul
bra p_Jrex

i Extract the cond.ition eode in bits I - 11
; Shift down to bits 0 - 3
i Decode the condltlon code
; Add a space
; Reload the op-code
; Effeetive address decode
; Done

The next family is the type 27 or MOVEM instructions. As I'm still debugging the register list decoding
routines, I'm saving that bit of code for the next instalment. So, don't worry about the missing code for
now * all will be revealed next time.

x TYPE 27 - MOVSM instructions

So, having passed over type 27 lor now type 28 - MOVTA - instructions are next, there is nothing
special going on here - il all just works {famous last words). All we do here is check the size and add
it on to the decoded instruction, and then extract the effective address and finaly the destination
register - which is always an address register

* TYPE 28 - MOVEA instructions

dtypeJ8 btst
beq. s
bsr
moveq
bra. s

t28-1ong bsr e11
moveq #1,d5

t28-add bsr space
bsr eff-addr
bsr comrna*a
bsr dest_reg
bra p_hex

; Cheek the size
; Clear ls long
; Size istl{f
; Set word sized op
; Skip

; Size is rlt
; Set long sized op

; Add a space
; Extract the effeetive address
i 'rA' required next
i Extract the destination register
; Done

#12,d7
t28-long
uu
#2,d5
t28-add

The next instruction family consists of the MovE ( ea) , ( ea> instructions and these are at fist look quite
complicated, but by foltowing the code below it can be seen that they are actually quite simple to
decode.

t(
t(

Type 29 - I'{OVE (ea)r(ea}

dtype*29
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lsr.w #1,d0 ; 8 blts at a tlne !

empl.b #1,d0 ;1=,8
bne.s t29*1ong ; Try LONG

move.b #,B,,dl ; Byte it is then
bsr str-add-b ; Add to the buffer
moveq #3-,d5 ; Byte sized op
bra.s t29-size ; Skip

t29-1ong cmpi.b #2,d0 ;2=.L
bne.s t29-word ; Must be word
bsr e11 ; size is 'L'
moveg #1,d5 ; Long sized op
bra.s t29-size ; Skip

t29-word bsr uu ; Size is rllf
moveq #2rd5 ; fiord sized op

t29-size bsr space ; Add a space
move.w d7rd0 ; Reload the op-code
bsr eff-addr ; Extract first effectlve address
bsr eomna ; Followed by a conma
lsr.w #6,d0 ; Shi.ft the other <ea> into position

x At this point, the sou"ce affectlve acldress has been correctly extracted,
* however, the destinatlon is rthe wrong way roundr because the node and
x reglster are swapped over" lle need to get them the correet way around or
x the eff_addr routlne will produee garbage for the destination effective
x address.

andi.b #$3F,d0 ; Mask out unwanted bits 6 & 7
move.b d0rd4 ; D0 = D4 = 00rrrmmm
Isr.b #3,d0 j D0 = 00000rrr
1s1.b #3,d/, i D4 = rrmmn000
or.b d/+rdO ; D0 = rrrnil[rrr
bsr eff-addr ; And extract it too
bra p-iex ; AI1 done

Some of the type 30 family starts decoding as the type 24 family - which is a bit of a bother However
the alterations to the type 24 code send the errant ones down here eventually for corrective
pocessing. By the time we get here the buffer has been loaded with the correct instruction {ADDX or
SUBX) and the following code works out the size and whether we are adding data registers or
memory addresses.

x Type 30 - ADDX

dType--30 bsr size-decode ; Add the size specifier to the buffer
btst #3,dT i Set = ADDX -(Ax),-(ry)
beq.s t30-data ; Must be <lata registers
bsr nba ; Add the address stuff '-(Arbra tJO-reg ; Sklp

t30*data bsr dddd ; Add a data register

t3O-reg bsr src-reg ; Add the souree reglster
btst #3,d7 i Set = ADDX -(Ax),-(ay)
beq.s t30-data2 ; Must be data registers
bsr r_bracket ; Close bracket next
bsr comma.-$ba ; Address stuff 'r-(A'bra.s t30-reg2 ; Skip

t30-data2 bsr conna-cl ; Do data registers

t30-reg2 bsr dest*reg ; Add the dest register
btst #3,d7 ; Again !

beq p-hex ; Data registers are done
bsr r-bracket i Close bracket
bra pjex ; Done atldress regs too
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The last family of instructions simply outputs a DCW $xxxx to the buffer: lt is called whenever an
intruction word passes through the entire list of tests without triggering any other'type'routines. As I

have trapped all possible instruction types, anything which falls through cannot be a valid instruction,
so it is most iikely to be data. lf so, we should catch it here.

x Type 31 - DC.W catch all for undecoded instructions - probably data.

dtypeJl- move.w d7,dL
bsr d/*-hex-w
bra p-hex

Finally, add the following at the very end of the diss-asm file This is the small bug-fix routine which I

have had to add for allthose painfuloccasions when an instruction family has wayward members who
wander off into the wrong decoding routines.

What this routine allows us to do is clean out the output buffer ol its current contents, then load the
correct instruction text into it ready to carry on processing as if nothing had happened - we know
better:o)

I don't particularly like this fix, however it works. Had I written lhe disassembler BEFORE I did the
articles I would have fixed this in another way, and you would never have known the problems l've
been having!

This routine is entered wlth A3.L pointing to the eorrect locatlon of an
instruction in op-table because eertain decoding masks cannot be set up
correctly - Scc as a type 26 decoded as ADDX or SI1BX whieh is a type 19
for this sinple reason. Yes f would do lt differently next tlme !

This routine slnply deletes the current buffer contents and replaces it
with the data at AJ instead.

It
*
tt
*
*
i

,(

fir-up-bug movem.l d1/aL-a2,-(a7)
movea.l aJral
lea outputra2
movea.l a2ra5
addq.l #2,a5
move.w (a1)rd6
adda.w d6ra5
bsr str_copy t
noven.l (a7)+,d/r/al-a2 t
rts t

Save all working registers
Correct FROM address
To Address
Reset the output buffer
First charaeter in output buffer
Length of instructlon text
llhere we should be when correct !

Copy correct text to buffer
restore workers
A11 done

Next issue we will take a look at the finalremaining instruction to be decoded - MOVEM * and I might
even lel you in on all the stufl I had to do the get the bugs out of my decoding routines. See you then.

GD2 Programs
Dilwyn Jones

GD2, the Graphics Device 2, the so-called 'cotour 9:.*91^o eticopies from PD libraries or from the

drivers", has been around for a rittre wnire"noi,ll various Ql-related web sites'

various Ql-compatible systems such as QXL, FrA,,, ,-"^^h;^^ ,,;^..,^, +.^* ^,
epc2 and e40/e00, io Lirrougrrt ine ti*. nniint l9'y - Graphics viewer from claus Graf

be right to publish a list of pTograms availafile Photon - JPEG viewer from Dave Westbury

which make use of GD2 in some way to provide GD2 Docs - Tony Tebby's documentation files for
us with better on-screen graphics. This list isn't the GD2 syslem.
meant to show which programs are compatible prowess - the window manager system from
with GD2 (qost well written QL programs.will pRSGS. Applications whichTety 6n prowess
work under GD2 in much the same way as they should be mentioned here too 1 such as the
would on older QL systems) bul rather programs

such as graphics programs which make direct
use of the higher numbers of colours available.

Most of these programs are freeware, you should
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Paragraph word processor from F Lanciault.

BMP2PIC - file conversion program from
Phoebus Dokos, converts windows BMP files
into QL PIC files.

PhotoQL - Roberto Porro's graphics conversion
program.

Pnm2picr t040) - available from the Q40 web
site, ldon't know much about this program.

PIC2BMP - conversion prograrn from Jerome
Grimbert.

Q-Colour. Colour picker and display syslem from
Wolfgang Uhlig, includes the colour "skins'

extensions from Wolfgang Lenerz.

Sprite Edilor - from Jerome Grimbert.

QL3D1 - from Mark Swift?

PSA conversion from George Gwilt, converts
partial save area files between Q40/Q60

mode 33 style graphics to mode 32 style
graphics.

PCBCad from Malcolm Lear PCB/design
program.

Screen Snatcher * grab copies of the screen
picture, works on both traditional QL mode
4/B graphics plus the new modes.

PicView * image file viewer for QL screens and
PIC files

QCDEZE from Duncan Neithercutt is a CD-ROM
handler front end which uses GD2 graphics
on Q40/Q60 systems.

Pan and Scroll Toolkit from Wolfgang Lenerz,
available on the Phoebus Dokos website.

QDT - the QL desktop syslem from Jim Hunkins.

Anyone know of any more? I may update this
article from time to time.

Flcrtrer nr lsa . ^'llL nhTFtrru5lolrilrilt 15 wrLr r \{r r N -

Pa ft 3 tn, Levet tt pointers, continued

Wolfgang Lenerz

Again we continue our exploralion of QPTR. You
may remember that lo make a window under the
Extended Environment with the Sbasic QPTR
toolkit, you need a working definition, and that the
working definition is obtained by the function
MK-WDEF, thus'
workdef = MIrt_WDEF(wdef%,w attrf ,wptr, ltab
, inftab, apptab)

Here, wtpr ltab, inftab and apptab are'levelll poin-
ters'. ln the last instalment, we stopped at these
levelll pointers, and more specifically after having
explained "wptr', the pointer lowards a sprite
definition, sprite which will be used in the window
for the mouse pointer We now know how to
define sprites.

So let's have a closer look at the other Level ll

pointers, and first 'ltab', the loose items table, or
pointer towards the loose menu itmes list

B- The "loose menu" itenslis!

or: 0f menus and items.

The concepl of a"menu'probably does not need
much more explanation:d mot"tu is just a sel of op-
tions proposed to the user who makes his choice
either by hilting a key corresponding to the op-
lion, or by clicking on the option with the mouse.

An 'ilem"of a menu is simply one of the choices
of that menu. ln older programs (such as Quill), a

menu is displayed as a regular list, such as:

Fl = action 1

F2 = action 2
ro - ^^r;^* aro - cil.ltult o
F4 = action 4

and so on. This kind of menu, whilst regular, is also
boring as it is generally bundled closely together
in the window, and it is difficult to show at the
same time, other information in addition to the
menu choices. lt would be nice to have the menu
ilems anywhere in the window instead of having
them in a regular grid as shown above.

This is what a 'loose' menu allows us to do As
the term implies, the items ol such a menu are
'loose', i.e. can be anywhere in the window, they
don't have to be in a rectangular grid * but they
are still part of the same menu. The advantage is
that, whilst the rtems are part of a regular
structure {and thus easily recognizable), they are
also placed where they can be used to best
effect. The structure of the menu is regular in that
the items willhave the same appearance, but the
items do not appear one after the other in the
window. This is why it is a"loose menu".

When you define a loose menu for the window,
you will have to define what each menu rtem in

this menu is and does. Also, as the ilems are part
of lhe same menu, they will have some
properties in common {their general appearance).
Some other properties will depend on each item
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{such as the key which actions each item - it

would be unfortunate if that were the same for
each item). You must determine all of that

The common properties are those that define the
general aspect of the items, what colour is used
as the "paper"or "ink' to display the items, whal
type of border they will have, etc. Take for
example the QPAC2 "Files" window' the menu
choices offered {Command, View All, ESC and so
on) have the same general aspect (same colour
same ink, same papet; same border colour when
the pointer is in them etc...): they are all items of
the same loose menu They all change similarly
when actioned or when the pointer moves over
them. So they all change 'slatus' in a similar
manner Let's take a closer look, frrst, at ilem
'slatuses'.

I - ltem Slatuses

Actually loose menu items can have four ditferent
slatuses: The first status, is simply that ol a

normalitem which you can hit or do lt is said that
this item is "available". The second stalus is

where, for any reason, you can neither "hit" nor
'do"the item: the item is'unavailable"and cannot
produce any aclion. The third status is that of an
item over which the pointer is just hovering, this is
now the current item, and a border is drawn
around it - i{ you HIT or DO in the window it will
be this item that is actioned. The last status is that
ol a selected item, which is what happens when
you hit an item and it stays emphasized - such as
the View item in QPAC2-Files.

The definition of the four statuses willbe common
to all items of a loose menu. This seems logical,
and avoids confusion, if red paper with black ink
meant thai one item was selected, but meant that
another item was unavailable, this would confuse
the user to no end, Thus, the delinition of the
colours used for these different staluses are the
same for all items. This provides the regularity
which enables the user to recognize loose menu
items instinctively as such

To each stalus for the loose items thus corres-
pond 'item allribules'. The item attributes are
common lo allitems, and define the paper border
and ink colours for each status.

Some other aspects, howeve[ may be different
for each item. ln fact, it is as if each item had a
"window'with a conlent. Thus, for each item, you
should indicate what the size and position of its

'window"should be, and also its content and type
(text or sprite). You also define its "selection key'
and so on. The selection key is the key you hit to
have the corresponding item produce an action *
F4 for the'View'item in Qpac2.

2 - Making the loose menu items list

All the data for these items is grouped together in

a list called"loose menu items list"or'Loose ltems
List"{LlL). This list contains the common definitions
for allitems, and the different informatron for each
ilem, one after the other To make this list, you
should use lhe function MK-LIL {MaKe Loose
Item List),

ltab = MKJIL (lattr, Isiz%, Lorgfi, ljus%,
key$, 1bWf , lstr$, 1spr, lblb, lpat)

Itab is the result of this function and is a pointer to
the loose items list. The parameters are as
follows'

-r * lattr. This is an array of dimension DIM
lattr(3,3). lt contains the item attributes.
These are the different colours/borders
which show the dilferent statuses of the
items. As mentioned above, these are com-
mon to all items.

- lattr (0) (i.e. lattr (0,0), lattr (0,1), lattar (0,2)

and lattr (0,3)) contains, in this order the size
and colour of the border of the current item,
in lattr {0,0) and lattr (0,1). latlr(0,2) and (0,3)

are unused.

- lattr(l) conlains the paper and ink colours
for unavailable items in lattr (1,0) and lattr{1,1).

The two other elements of lattr {1) (ie. lattr
(1,2J and (1,3)) point lo a "blob' and a
"patlern' (more of which later): in general,
though, lhey are left emply. For my part, I

don't think l've ever encountered a program
where they weren't left empty i.e. 0 {just
putting myself out on limb here, of course).

- Next, same thing for available items(lattr
2,0 et 2,1)

- Next, same thing for selected items (lattr

3,0 et 3,1)

-, * lsiz%, lorg%, and ljus% are integer arrays of
dimension DIM (n-1,1) where n is the number
of items in the menu {numbering starts at 0).

Thus, if you have three loose menu items,
you'll DIM the arrays DIM t2,1). Element 0 {i.e
0 0) and (0 1) then contains information
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The ultimate word game for the QL - you are given a grid of
letters and need to link letters together to form as nuny
words as possible. hints are based on both the number of
words and their lengrh, as well as letters used. As you use a
lette4, it is removed from the grid, widl the object to clear
the grid.
Using high colour graphics on all systems which support
more than [i colours {including Aurora), background music
and much more, this will keep you entertained for a long
time.

The ultimate UK english dictionary with over HALF A
MITIION WORDS, compiled by Paul Merdinian who
compiled the Mega dictionary for DP's Speelchecker.
Due to the sheer size, a Super Gold C-ard is the
minimum requiremenL
Two versions are availatrle: ([YP dictionary only on
HD disk - f 10 CD containing ASCII list QTYP version,
Solvit Plus (from Just Words) and tlle dictionary in the
solvit format, cost f15.

A well established accounts package for the small to
medium sized business, including automatic
generation of profit & loss account, balance sheet, VAT
returns, reports and analysis for audit trails and
management decisions. Previously sold for over flOO.*

the means of performing a cenain action? This Reference
Manual provides you with a full description and examples of
how to use all of the keywords found on each of the
different Ql"s, plus SMSQ,re Toolkit II and many different
putrlic domain toolkits. Details of any possible pmblems are
provided, together with descriptions of how to use the
device drivers and how to ensure that your programs are
compatible across tie range of QL pladorms
This book is ideal for all QL users and is kept up to date with
regular updates. ** Currently Out of Print **

lt programs to asslsl
Produce landscape

QL user.
printouts on Epson

years ago? Or, maybe you want to learn the coastellations
and names of what you see in the sky This is tfte program
for you - generates pictures of the stars and planes for any
given place or time and provides details on these objecs.
Includes Halley's Comet, the Moon and rhe Solar System
planes.

Find the quickest route or f}te shortest route between any
two places, using roads. A wide range of rnaps is available
for rhis progmm (see elsewhere in this advert). The program
is easy and quick to use. _Yog can everr add your own places

The ultimate database program - extremely fast and flexible,
easy to use, updated to cope with the latest versions of the
QL operating system and still maintained. A report module is
included to allovr you to format output in any way including
mail-merge. Unfomrnately only available as an upgrade from
the original version (original still available from Sector
Software).
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Store your family tree for posterity. Add individuals
'th details of their parents and children, watch all of

those finks build up into a formal family tree layout.
Text files and pictures may also be linked to
individuals as well as notes and evens, making this
the perfect way to preserve the history of your family.
QL version now supports Filelnfo II and QMenu as well
as allowing you to link borh male and female trees.
Sample uee of the Royal family since 1066 included.
PC version is event driven - euter fhe details as they
appear in documenB and it generates the tree tom
these. QL data and GEDCOM can be transferred to tle
PC version. Upgrade to latest PC version (v5.21) for f8
Both programs easy to use and complete with a step by
step tutorial.
** QL USERS upgrade to PC version for €25 ONLY **

A wealth of QL adventures - mainly text only.
Save tlre Galaxy from the ambitions of 6e evil dictator
Nemesis.
Batde against werewolves and dracula look-alikes on a
Hammer Horror sel in the comical Horrordav.
Thke the part of a prawn with a hangoveq iost in a strange
land in the hilariousPrawn.
Solve a bank-robbery by fighting the bad guys and
collecting the loot in real-time old Wesu
Batde coundess dwawes in rhe atmospheric Lost Kingdom
of Zkul.
Retum to Eden is a massive adventure over 3 disks with
colourful graphics - control 3 characters in their quest to
find the missing Prince.
All six adventures are available together fior only 425.

For the gaming enthusiast - D-Day is a classic tatle top wargame forone or
two players - you control either the Allies or the Axis forces during lffWtr.
With the ability to define your own anny set ups and a choice of 4 different
scenarios, this should keep you entertained for a while.
Grey Wolf is a graphical simulation of a zubmarine - can you sink the enemy
shipping whilst avoiding their planes and destroyers??

RWAP Software, 35 Chantry Croft,
Kinsley, Pontefract, West Yorkshire
\MF9 sJH

* Als kdom s Traditrg A€oet6

Cheques in fsterling
TEL: 01977 6L0sO9

http: / /hometown. aol 
" 
co. uVRWAPSoftware payable to'R.Mellor'
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you ever tned to write a program,

The latest version of this popular route finding progmm.

printers.
Image D: Produce 3D pictures ofobjects.
Q-Help: on-screen help for SupeTBASIC commands.
Q-Index: look up keywords related to topics.
See earlier adverts for more detials.
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about the lirst loose item (item 0) element I
of the array contains informalion about
loose item nbr 2 and so on. Just what the
information held in the elemenls is, is

explained here'

a) lsizTo conlains the x and y sizes of
each item. One could say that these are the
size of the 'window' for each menu item lt
is this window whose paper colour will
change when the item becomes selected.
Each element of this array contains, in

element (n,0) the X size of the window and
in element {n,1) the Y size of the window

b) lorg% contains the"origin", i.e. the x and
y position of this "window" for each item.
The position is given as the top left corner
of the'window", in pixels, and relative to the
origin of the (primary or secondarf win-
dow containing the loose menu items, Each
element of this array contains, in element

in,0) the X position of the window and in
element {n,1) the Y position of the window.

c) ljusTo is the xly justification of the
content of the item with respect to its "win-

dow" {i.e. if the item contains a text, is the
text centered, is it flush to the left, or to the
right?) The 'window" for a loose item can
be larger than its content, and then it is

important to stale where the content should
be. For example, the 'F6 Sort' item in the
QPAC2 Files menu generally has a window
that is larger than its content, which can be
seen when you move the pointer over it'
the border around the item is larger than
the content of the item. With the ljusTo para-

meter you indicate the number of pixels
from where the content of the item should
be drawn or printed, with respect to the top
left corner of the item's 'window'. lf this
parameter is 0 in any of the directions {x or
y), then the item will be centered in that
direction. Each element of this array con-
tains, in element {n,0) the X justification of
the content of the window and in element

{n,1) the Y justiciation of the content of the
window

-) * Kry$ is a string that contains the selection
key for the items. The selection key for an
item is the key to be pressed to hit/do the
item. KEY$ is one large string made up of
the selection keys for each item, so that
key${O) = the selection key for item 0,

key${l) = the selection key for item I and
so on. Thus Key$ is composed as follows,

key$=qhr'g(n1) &ehr$(n2) A. . . &chr$(nx)
i.e. exactly ONE keypress characler per
item, until x items. The first is for the first
item, and so on. You can also wrile,

keY$=ttgtt gttBrt &tt Crr etc...

lf you do not wish an item to have the pos-
sibility to be hit/done with a keypress, use
CHR${0) in the string for the keypress for
this item

The character in question MUST be put in

UPPER CASE, {i.e. either'A"instead of "a"or

CHR$(65) instead of CHR$(97)). lt doesn't
matter later on, whether the uses presses
the key in upper of lower case, but here at
the definition stage, you MUST give it in

upper case.

There are also some special characters:

CHR$(l)= Hit= SPACE/left mouse button
(not to be used as selection key)
CHR${2) =DO=ENTER/Rightmouse
button (not to be used as selection key)
CHR$(3) =Cancel =ESC
CHR$(4) =HelP=Fl
CHR${5) = Move window = CTRL F4
CHR${6) = Change size = CTRL F3
CHR${7) = Wake = CTRL F2
CHR$(B) = SleeP = CTRL Fl

Thus, if you have an item the action of
which will move the window {it should then
have the standard sprite for that, as well),
the key$ for this item should be CHR$(S),
and thus, each time you hit the standard
CTRL-F4 combination to move the window,
this item will be actioned You COULD con-
ceivably use any other key, but it really is

better if you use the standard keypresses
for these standard itemsl

All of these actions should be quite clear
except perhaps wake and sleep' Try CTRL
Fl and CTRL F2 in QPAC 2, and you will no-
tice that sleep puts the program to sleep as
a button, CTRL F2 wakes it up again, and
refreshes the menus.

0f course, you are not required to provide
for buttons, wake or even window move
events in your programs. lf you do provide
for this, howeve[ it is suggested that you
use the standard keypresses for the items
concerned.

-, * ltyp% is an array of dimension DIM {n), i.e
one single element per item This array de-
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termines the item type There are four lypes:

0 = the item is a slring
) = " sprile
l, = " blob
$: " patlern

Once the type is determined to be one of
the four above, you can then add nothing,
256, -256 or other negative numbers to rt.

This changes the behaviour of the item:

- lf nothing is added, different actions result
depending on whether the item is'hit" or is
'done'' when the item is"done", the program
comes back from reading the pointer {as we
shall see later) but if you only "hit" the item,
the item will only change status beteween
selected and available a{and back} and that
is all.

- lf you add 256, the item, even when it is
"hit', will cause a relurn lrom the read poin-

ter loop, as if it was done. Thus, there is no
dilference between hitting and doing t!)
Also, the item's status is immediately reset
to available,

* lf you add -256, a hit and a do are, again,
the same, but the item is not reset
immediately to available.

- You add other negative numbers, but only
to text items. lf you do that, you willcause a

lelter in the item (if it is a textl) to be
underlined automatically This is covered in

more detail a bit later

-, * lstr$,lspnlblb,lpat are the arrays containing
the content of the items' lstr$ contains
strings, lspr contains pointers to sprites, lblb
points to pointers for blobs, lpat points to
addresses lor patterns (we shall see the
definition of blobs and patterns later - they
are very seldomly used for loose items).

Thus, if you have determined (by type%)
that the first item is a string, the first
element of lstr$ contains this string.

The arrays for these pointers are DlMmed
to DIM {n), with lstr$ being dimmed lo
(n,max-length-of -string) as is usual for
string arrays. They parsed - and must be
filled - for each corresponding item, as
relerred to by the ltyp% of the item. Let's
suppose we want 3 iterns, the first one a

text item ('HELP') the second one a sprite
items (window move), the third again a text
item ('ESC') and the fourth another sprite.
We will then DlMension the ltyp% array for
four elements: DIM ltyp% (3). The contents
of ltypo6 will be,

Ityp%(0)=0 (string)

llyp%(1)=2 tsprile)
ItypTo(2)=0 {string}
Ityp%(3)=2 (sprite)

We will then DIM lstr$(3,10), lspr{3),lblb(3)
and lpai(3)

lstr$(0) will contain "HELP", lstr$(2) STAYS

TMPTY (0 string), lstr${2) will be 'ESC"and

lstr$(3),stays empty again.

lblb and lpat will remarn empty (all elements
set to 0). Likewise, lspr will be empty
except for lspr(l) and lpsr{3) which will each
contain a pointer to a sprite (as explained in

the last instalment of this series).

The MK-LIL will automatically choose the
correct items from the correct arrays,
depending on the type of the item. This can
be one the worst problems wilh the QPTR
function, i.e. fill in these arays wrongly..

Next time, we deal with automatic underlining of
a letter in a text item and information sub-
windows.

New Q-Word Game coming soon
Phoebus Dokus informed us about a new project from RWAF
Geoff Wrcks and himself. Here rs a short descnplion, and have a
look at the screen shofsl As it is supposed to be ready for
XMas, that's the last chance to report about it before its release.
We hope to have a review for you as soon as the product is
released hinl hint, for both RWAP and reviewers!)

Q-Word is a word puzzle den words" puzzles. Q*Word
game that's a fusion between runs on hi-resolution, hi-colour
Tetris, Scrabble and your Sun- screens and its the first QL
day newspaper's "Find the hid- commercial game of its kind to

use digital sound {as either a

CD sountrack on QPC-QXL or
via SSS Q40/Q60iAmiga).
There is also planned support
for Q-Midi {Via the NET ports
on regular QL/QXL and Aurora
and in the future via serial on
all platforms or Standard Midi

UART on uQLx). Q-Word is
based on the Q-Typ dictionary
therefore it practically can be
used in all languages a Q-Typ
dictionary exists. The follow-
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Text 87
f 79.00

Typeset 94 t 29.0A

tountext 94 t 39.00

2488 driver: t 29.00

fspson
ESC/P2 Drivers t26.0A

:i

t:

New At Branch

The BlaqBox !

All For

f.465

Utilities
FiFi2 t 18.00

QSup € 28.00

QSpread 2001 v3 t 48.00

Cueshell ll t 15.00

Qloadi QRef € 15.00

DiskMate5 t16.50
QPAC 1 E 2O.OO

QPAC 2 t 40.00

QTYP2 T30OO
QLQ t 28.00

A Complete PC with Windows XP and QPC 2 Pre-installed.

You Get:
667 MHz Processor,256 Mb PC 1 33 RAM, On-Board VGA {up to 32Mb),

On-Board stereo sound (input and output), 2 x USB 1.,l ports,

1x Serial Port, 1 x Bi-Directional Parallel Port, 1 x 10/100 Ethernet port,

56K Modem.

The system comes complete with a black keyboard,

mouse and speaker set and includes a free Office

Program Suite" I year R.T.B. guarrantee.

u$i{ Hlsx vffi etur A trKfrffi sfinl*yfrffi n*ll e **ffiv *xw vgnfr

Programming
QD 98 f 4s.00

QD+QBA5|C t 59.00
Qq QBASI{,QL|B f 100.00

QLiberator f 50.00
Master Spy v 3.3 f 30.00
QPTR f 3O.OO

Easyptrptsl&2 f 30.00
Easyptrpt3 f 14.00

QMake { 15.00

QMon/JMon t 22.44
Basic Linker f 19.00

DtsA 3 { 31.00

QMenu f 14.00

yVrthout QPC Z
f 400.00

Without QPC2/
Windows XP

f 316

'Just Words' - by Geoff Wicks

I 10.00 ea I 2 programs t 18,00 / 3 programs f25.00
lncludes both P.E. and non-PE. versions SMSQ/E or P.E. Files
needed to run.

QL to PC Convert text files between PC & QL formats

QL Rhymes QL Rhyming Dictionary

QL Thesaurus & QL Style Check
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Tel +44 (0) t273-386030 farc +44 (0) t273-$05}t
Mobile +44 (0) 7836-7455A1

20 LOCKS HILL, PORTSLADE,

E. SUSSEX. BN41 zLB. UK,

ProWesS
ProWesS (now free !) € 1.60

DATAdesign € 20.00

Fontutils e 28.00

File Search [ 11.00

PFlist € 11.00

Dilwyn's Fontpack e Call
I lNFrlacion tr ) 1A F )) nnLrrrLslJi5ra c !)rv - LL.vv

PWfile E 17.5A

Paragraph
The ProWesS word processor

ff ffTffitr"-f".:H#1T';

If,."t"" l'os avaitabte now 
',

Hardware
We have a small stock of second user items. Auroras
/ Qubides / Gold Cards / Qplanes / superHermes etc.

call us to get details of the items available. These
are going fast so call soon.

Q>ef il s so.oo
Recycled superHermes € 65.00 *

Recycled Gold Card € 45.00 *

Recycled Aurora See ovef,

Qubide See over
Qplane € 25.00
Aurora cables € 3.00
Aurora rom adapton € 3.00
'Arfa Braquet' e 8.00
'Son of Braquet' € 18.00
The'Braquet' € 16.00
MC plate E 5.50

* when available.

Qubide upgrades to version 2"01 € 8.00

SMSryE Now only € 32 "00
Gold card / Atari / QXL Version 

various Atari versions : call for details

QPC 2v3 full colour version! upg,rd., rromepc 1e 45.00 (rg1.

Now only € 65.00 X3;i:j:: fi:il3ff;*:lisi"urnrnasterdisk)
Special offer I If Bought/upgraded after i 5/10/01 € 5.00

Get Cueshell for only €15.00 with any copy of SMSQIE

or QPC 2 upgrade I

Q Branch Prograrns
Knight Safe 3

upgrades from previous versions

Q - Count
Pointer driven home accounti

€ 35.00
€ 5.00

f 25.00

Q - Route v1.08C f 25.00
Route finding programme

The FractalCollection € 35"00

Post and Packing is included with Software Prices
We can accept payment by Visa, Mastercard and Swfch, We also accept

cheques drawn on a UK Bank in Sterling.
You can also pay directly into our bank in Euros.

Barclays BanR Acc# 79016888 sort code :20-71-02 Name :Q9raneh)
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ing supporled
systems

(modes and
resolutions
or available
colours - are
in parenthe-
ses) are plan-

ned'
Expanded QL
(Mode 4)

Thor
(Mode 12)

Amiga

{Mode 64}
Aurora
{Mode 256)

QXLIQPC
{Mode 32, 640x480 and
800x600)

Q40/Q60
(Mode 33, 512x256 and
I024x5l2l

The last three entries (Qx0,

QXL/QPC and Aurora) are the
ones that will appear first for
obvious reasons"

Q-Word has been written by
the following'
Main Code, Rich Mellor

iRWAP Software)
Word logic/Dictionary support:
Geoff Wicks (Just Words)
Graphics and Sound' Phoebus
Dokos {Quantum Leap)
Q-Word will be (hopefully) avai-
lable in December so get rea-
dy for Santa Qlaus

For questions and inquiries
regarding Q-Word, contact
Rich Mellor
frJote: RWAP has moved - see
News page!

Pity we can't print QL Today
in colour - we have received a
colour and a grey screenshot
and the colour one looks
extremely good!

QL Logo Part ll
Dilwyn Jones

Following the QL Logo article in QL Today Volume
7 lssue 3, I received a couple of further
contributions from Javier Guerra and Per Witte

Javier's offering is a QL Logo with a few
international f lavours,

Sinclair

$
*;i::,,ffiffiffiffi* ffigffig

Again, colour printing would help a lot here tool

Per Witte's logo offers a little touch of humour
and he makes the remark that it "illustrales the
shock of the QL community being overtaken by
all those inferior computers,"

Feedback on the original article indicates ihat the
favourite so far is the golden 3D logo from
Melissa Ward, especially from those who have
seen it in colour on my website. Howeverlhe
number of "voles" received is not really large
enough to declare that one a clear winner Who
knows, Per's teddy bear may yet win!
lf you wanl to see all these logos in colour visit
the'QL Logo"web page on my new website at,
http://www.homepages.tesoo. neVdilwyn. jones/
qllogo/qllogo.html
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Bred and Board
ln a perfect example of the
kind of synchronicity that ties
things together I noticed that
the QL Users lnternet group
was buzzing about Dave
Park's suggestion that we build
a new board for a QL platlorm
based upon some of the smal-
ler chips in PDAs {Personal Di-
gital Assistants). This would be
something for which some
members of the community
would probably pay a bit to
own but the user base wouid
be even smaller than that for
the Q40/Q60

Small QL board, as envisioned
by Dave, would need to use
the kind of chips which are
mounted directly onto the
board and the cost of setting
this process up would be pro-
hibitive for the small number of
units involved.

There are, howevet other
areas in which the small format
QL is a possibility I have long
wondered if it would be possi-

ble to develop a version of
QPC2 for Windows CE, the cut
down version of Windows that
runs on many of the PDAs. I

know that lhe screen size
would be problematic and that
much of the software that we
use assumes a minimum of 512
x 256 for display but these are
software considerations and,

although time consuming and
brain taxing, somewhat more
feasible than a whole new
hardware platform.

Another Dream?
One article on 'The Register'

{the lT website that lhave men-

tioned before in these pages)
struck me as touching on the
fantasies of some QL Users
with regard to introducing
SMSQ/E to a wider audience.
They were talking about the
chip manufacturer VIA and
their attempts to push the mini

ITX format into public promi-

nence. Several of these tiny
boards are around and the
moment and, by the time you
read this, there should be a

couple more oul. The boards
themselves are complete PCs
on a plate, Each one has CPU

Sound, Video, Serial, Parallel,

USB, and Ethernet connectors
on board. The new ones which
will be arriving soon will also
have TV-Out and Firewire
ports, This only leaves the
user to add RAM and rotating
devices to get a complete
system. Even the Modem is

supplied as an add on board.

To add to the attractron the
boards only measure 170mm x
170mm and the lowest version
in the range is fanless! Keith
Mitchell is trying to put one of
these into a MinisQL case al
the moment. The only draw-
back with the two versions
currently availabb is the lack of
a floppy port - more a problem
for QL Users than PC ones
although the floppy drive does
have a toehold still in the PC

fraternity. The new'M'series of
Via boards have replaced the
Floppy lnterface

One manufacturer of smallPCs,
Shuttle, have shown part of its
range al recenl Computer ln-

dustry shows. The later Via
boards have DVD decoding

and media player software built
into the BIOS and that allows
the user to insert a DVD disk
and have instant playback via
their TV or monitor A similar
process is available for CD
playback

The article went on to say that
the only real minus to the
whole thing was that, if the
user wanted to do anything
compuler related, he had to
wait for Windoze to boot. This,

therefore, is the crux of my
cunning plan How about get-
ting SMSQ/E to run native on
one of these syslems? The
whole system as well as most
of the software would fit onto
a l2BMb compact flash card
which could be easily connec-
ted to the IDE slot. This would
give an almost instanl boot and
have word processing, spread-
sheet and other utility software
available

You have the sources now *
what are the chances of that
happening?

The BlaqBox
All of the above also led me to
consrder the slightly larger
'Flex ATX' lormat PC boards
that are around. Since the com-
pany that I work {or sells the
black cases and black key-
board, mice and speaker sets I

decided to build one of these
units for the London show (an

article about the building of
this will be either in this issue
or the next depending on the
space available), I was sur-
prised to find that a reasonable
performance small black PC

complete with Windoze XP a
free office suite, and QPC2
could be produced for as little
as [465 pounds (without moni-
tor).

A new product for Q Branch I

think.
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Flying Down To Austria
Once again I have cause lo
thank Peter Fox for his kind-
ness in Flying down to Austria
for the German show. Darren
Brannagh was supposed to
attend but he was unable to
get a cheap flight from lreland
and, due to his forthcoming pa-

renthood he reluctantly deci-
ded he had to pull out. Steve
Reyal, his usual sidekick at
these shows, was able to
attend and seemed to have
good fun sitting up front in the
co-pilot's seat.

The weather at Salzburg, the
closest airport to Berchtes-
gaden, was not too good but it
was only a short drive to the
hotel where the show was due
to be staged. Unfortunately the
show had been moved to ano-
lher venue so we had to go
off hunting for a different hotel.
This was not too hard even
though it was set back off the
road and the accommodalion
was excellent.

The show itself was not that
busy although I did have quite
a few interesting conversa-
tions. One lhing that did strike
me was the number of people
who were using QPC2 on a
laptop There were no actual
QLs in evidence, sign of the
times I suppose, but no-one, if I

recall correctly, even had a

desktop machine of any kind,

This may say something about
the cheapness ol laptops
these days and it is certainly
easier to travel with a laptop
than a tower case, monitor and
all the other peripherals.

The food at the hotel was
good and we had a convivial
evening after the show chat-
ting around the table. I look for-
ward to the next one.

Apathy what Apathy?
Mentioning the laptop situalion
at the German show leads me
on {doesn't everything?) to my
task in the last column. I did
ask if people would like to
write or email me with their
preferences for their top three
favourite systems. What I wan-
ted was a list of three systems
that they own and use with the
most favouritelmost used sys-
tem being number one and so
on.

Maybe the instructions were
too complex for some of you
or maybe you all nodded off
while reading the last column (l

wouid not blame you) but I

received a slunning total of
one vote {Thank you John Gre-
gory). I have left this open for
another two months to see if I

can get any more responses
from the readership,

You can email me on
vote@qbranch.demon.co.uk or
write in to the Q Branch ad-

dress {postcard please - how
about one of your town?).

Come on now - I really am in-

terested in how you all feel
about your syslems.

Byt of Typ
One problem I have had with
QPC's use of the PC DOS
directories is in remembering
which ones I have called by
which letlers. For inslance, on
my machine, I have the follow-
ing,
DOS1 " C:\
DOS2'D:\QL UPLOADS
DOS3 = D:\QL DOWNLOADS
etc.
Now if you use QPAC2 to
copy fibs into or out of these
directories all you see for a

header is DOSI- or something
like that. I have often lemporari-
ly forgotten which is which. I

did hit on a crude but effective
way around this problem. I

have yust put a dummy sub-
directory in the the actual
directory with the name of the
actual subdirectory in it.
ie.
D0S2- is as above but also
has a directory called QL
UPLOADS in it like this
D:\QL UPLOADSVQL UPLOADS'

This way when you g0 to
DOS2- in QPAC2 you get the
title 'QL UPLOADS' appearing
in the directory select window
As I said crude - but it works,
Does anyone have a belter
idea. Maybe Marcel could use
the way that QL disks can
have a name in the top right
hand corner to reflect a name
given in the QPAC2 Configura-
tion. Maybe this is not possible.

Print this Kyocera
Those of you who are franti-
cally trying to get hold of prin-

ters that still work with the QL
might look into the Kyocera FS

1010 laser printer lt is only
monochrome I am afraid but it
does work comfortably with
the such old time classics as
the PSION suite and other
programs because it has the
EPSON LQ 850, IBM Proprinter
and Diablo 630 emulations as
well as accepting postscript.
This is an excellent low cost
laser printer {around t250 cur-
rently).

I stumbled across this while in-

stalling one in a dentist's sur-
gery I had read that it had the
Epson emulation and I had my
laptop with me so I plugged it
in and off it went printing from
Exchange. I did not even have
to install the drivers for Win-
doze - although it would nol
have printed from Windoze
with them. I just set QPC2 to
print to the PAR port
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There did seem to be an issue
with the 't' sign which pro-

duced a 'ft' symbol and two
hearts but I am sure that, given
time, this could be sorled out
with a few translales

Kyocera offer a good two year
warranty and gaurantee the
drum for life so they are one of
the cheapest printers to run.

Something for your Christmas
list maybe.

Christmas Enterta in ment
As is now customary at this
lime of year I have compiled a
list of Christmas enlertainments
suitable for Computer users.

First off we have a run of
Beatles Films,

The Yellow Subroutine (featur-

ing the 'Blue Screenies' for
Windoze users)
A Hard Drive's Knight {The
backup version)
Let lT = BE

Then, if you have interactive
TV press Fl and you get
'Help!'

Other Films include,

Back Windows
feat, Windowa Ryder
Vanishing Point(er)

Three Clint Eastwood films,

The Good the Bad and the
Changed Medium
A Fist Full of Microdrives
For a FewS More

and the classic war fih

The LONG(word) and the
SHORT(word) and the CALL

For dot matrix printer owners
we have,
A Ribbon Runs Through ll

On the Blockbusters sc€fie:
Star Wars - The Sinclair
Strikes Back

Jochen Merz stars in
Lord of the Things

and the sequel
The Two Tower Cases

For those of you who like
Musicals:
Call Me Modem

Cats! featuring Tony Tabby

RAMalot

For music lovers here are a

couple of Christmas albums by

The Pointer Sisters
Eek-a-Mouse {don't let Atomic
Kitten near them!)

Ihis only leaves me to wish
you a Happy Chrisfmas and a
Preposterous New Year bh
dear lhe spiel chucker has
glilched again!).i hope to see
you all rn 2003.

,,^',,,today
S^3 ) q 
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Missing
an issue?

ln case you have not subscribed QL Today right from the start, or
you forgot to renew in time eventually, or you lost an issue, or
you read one or more of our excellent issues so many times that
all the letters drsappeared - no problem! We are happy to provide
you with every back-issue! Most issues should be available as
we try to keep a stock and re-print them when we find we run
out of issues lf not, we are happy to re-print them for you! Just
let us know!
You can obtain as many issues as you like, and if you order a
bunch of issues in one go, the price will drop as we can save
some postage.
Missing an issue? - Contact your local QL Today dealer!
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